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Abstract
The neuronal network in cerebral cortex is a dynamic system that can undergo changes
in collective neural activity as the organism changes its behavior. For example, during sleep and
quiet restful awake state, many neurons tend to fire together in synchrony. In contrast, during
alert awake states, firing patterns of neurons tend to be more asynchronous, firing more
independently. These changes in population-level synchrony are defined as changes in cortical
state. Response to sensory input is state-dependent, i.e., change in cortical state can impact the
sensory information processing in cortex and introduce trial-to-trial variability in response to the
same repeated stimuli. How the brain maintains reliable perception in spite of such trial-to-trial
variability is a longstanding important question in neuroscience research. This dissertation is
centered on two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that different parts of the cortex can be in
different states simultaneously. The second hypothesis is that inhomogeneity in cortical states
can benefit the system by enabling the cortical network to maintain reliable sensory detection. If
one part of the system is in a state that is not good for detection, then another part of the system
could be in a different state that is good for detection, thus compensating and maintaining good
detection for the system as a whole. These hypotheses were tested on anesthetized rats and
awake mice. In anesthetized rats, cholinergic neuromodulation via microdialysis (µD) probes
was used to induce cortical state changes in the somatosensory barrel cortex. Changes in
cortical state and response to whisker stimulus was recorded with a microelectrode array
(MEA). In awake mice, nucleus basalis was optogenetically stimulated by inserting an optic fiber
in basal forebrain and response to visual stimulus was analyzed. The results demonstrated
heterogeneity in cortical state across the spatial extent of cortical network. Changes in sensory
response followed this heterogeneity and sensory detection was not reliable at the level of
single neurons or small regions of cortex. The greater population of neurons, on the other hand,

maintained reliable sensory detection, suggesting that heterogeneous state can be functionally
beneficial for the cortical network.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Cortical state
The cerebral cortex of the brain is associated with various sensory, motor, and cognitive
functions such as memory, attention, perception, language, and more [1]. Determining how
these functions arise from the activity and complex interactions among large networks of
neurons is a major goal of modern science. How the cortex processes sensory information has
been the focus of this dissertation research.
One challenge in studying sensory processing in the cortex is that the cortex is not a
static, stationary system. Even when no sensory stimulus is present, the ongoing dynamics of
the cortex is always changing. Some of these dramatic changes in population neural activity
are related to changes in behavior. For instance, the cerebral cortex can exhibit synchronous or
asynchronous firing depending on the behavioral context. The cerebral cortex exhibits
coordinated synchronous firing with large amplitude local field potential (LFP) fluctuations during
sleep, quiet restful awake state and anesthesia. Whereas the cerebral cortex exhibits
asynchronous firing and low amplitude LFP fluctuations when the animal is in a more alert,
attentive and active condition [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
Cortical state, therefore, is traditionally defined as the degree of population-level
synchrony. This definition of cortical state is followed throughout this dissertation as well. One
of the overarching questions that motivates the research presented in this dissertation is: how
do changes in cortical state impact sensory information processing in the cortex?
Figure 1 depicts a cartoon illustration of synchronized and asynchronized states in
rodents. The colored raster plots represent spikes recorded from different neurons and the black
curve represents local field potential (LFP) recorded from neurons. As seen in Figure 1 (A), the
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A Synchronized state
Spikes
LFP

B Asynchronized state

Figure 1 : Cartoon illustration of local field potential (LFP) and spike pattern changes in
rodents during (A) synchronized state, (B) asynchronized state. The colored ticks
represent different neurons. This figure is a cartoon illustration of integrated results from several
studies. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer Nature, Nature Reviews
Neuroscience, Cortical state and attention, Kenneth D. Harris, Alexander Thiele, 2011 [6].
neurons tend to fire together during synchronized state whereas the firing becomes more
independent for asynchronized state as seen in Figure 1 (B). The large amplitude LFP
fluctuations change to low amplitude LFP fluctuations as the continuum changes from
synchronized to asynchronized state.
The changes in cortical activity can be very fast (millisecond-scale) or slow (seconds to
minute). Fleeting sensory stimuli can cause a change in the cortical network within milliseconds
whereas changes in behavioral conditions such as attention, vigilance, motor activity, etc.
causes a change in the cortical state over a duration of seconds to minutes [6], [10], [11], [12].
Experiments show that response to a sensory stimulus can vary across different cortical states
which illustrates that the different temporal scales are not independent [13], [14], [15], [16]. The
2

system will respond differently to the same repeated sensory stimulus depending on its state,
which is known as trial-to-trial variability [17].
Figure 2 shows two exapmles of trial-to-trial variability. The data shown here were
recorded from the experiments performed on rodents for the purpose of this dissertation. Each
row in the figure represents the raster plot of spikes before and during a single trial. Each trial
represents the response to the same repeated stimulus. In Figure 2 (A), the spike pattern
undergoes a visible change when the stimulus starts. Hence, it is easier to identify the stimulus
onset although the change in response pattern is different for each trial indicating trial-to-trial
variability. Figure 2 (B) shows the response pattern for a different set of trials for the same
repeated stimulus. No visible change in the spike pattern is observed here after the stimulus
onset indicating that the system was not in a state to make reliable detection. Some states may,
therefore, be good for detection and some may not be good for detection. Detection is often
studied in terms of behavior – ability of an animal to detect the presence of a stimulus. In this
research, detection refers to the ability of an ideal observer to detect the presence of a stimulus
on a single-trial basis.
Trial-to-trial variability suggests that the sensory perception would be unreliable, but
human experience and behavioral experiments in animals show that sensory perception is not
unreliable. Hence, the sensory system must adopt some computational strategy to maintain
reliable function despite the state-dependent sensory response variability. One of the specific
goals of the work presented here is to identify a potential strategy for maintaining reliable
function in spite of trial-to-trial variability.
Traditionally, cortical state changes are viewed as diffuse and spatially homogeneously
widespread in the cortex. Use of single electrode measurements or other methods that only
examine a small spatial extent to assess cortical state is partly responsible for this view. In
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A

B

Figure 2 : Trial-to-trial variability for the same repeated stimuli. (A) visible change in
spike pattern with stimulus onset, (B) no visible change in spike pattern with stimulus
onset.
4

contrast, recent studies with multiple electrode sites spanning a larger spatial extent show that
cortical states can vary across the layers of rat auditory cortex [18].
Voltage sensitive fluorescence imaging is a spatially expansive method which shows
changes in state varying across the cortical sheet [19], [20]. As discussed further below, the
primary hypothesis of this dissertation is that cortical state is heterogeneous across the spatial
extent of the cortical network and this heterogeneity in cortical state enables the cortical network
to maintain reliable sensory detection.

What causes changes in cortical state? For the most part, changes in cortical state are
caused by other brain regions interacting with the cortex. For instance, increased glutamatergic
inputs from thalamus can also induce cortical desynchronization [21], [22]. Also, an increase in
neuromodulatory input to cortex can cause cortical state changes.

Neuromodulators are

chemicals present in the brain, which alter the inherent properties of the neurons and affect the
functions of the cortical microcircuits.

In this research, the focus has been on cortical state changes due to cholinergic
neuromodulation [23]. Previous work has shown that cholinergic modulation of the cortical
network can cause the network to switch to an asynchronized state from a synchronized state
[13], [14], [24], [25], [26].

Previous work also suggests that the delivery and reuptake of

neuromodulators are spatially inhomogeneous [27].

Cortical state changes induced by

cholinergic changes across the spatial extent of the cortical network are studied in this project to
test the hypothesis.

1.2 Acetylcholine
Acetylcholine (ACh) has roles in neuromuscular junctions as well as in the cerebral
cortex. In neuromuscular junctions, it acts as a highly responsive neurotransmitter, whereas in
5

the cortex it plays the role of a neuromodulator [28], [29]. A neurotransmitter can be described
as a chemical compound that is released at the synapse and mediates the transmission of
information from one neuron to another. A nerve impulse may cause the release of the
neurotransmitter at the synapse. The neurotransmitter then diffuses at the synapse and thereby
facilitates the information transfer to the next neuron [30]. Whereas a neuromodulator spreads
across a wider spatial area influencing large neural networks in the brain resulting in changes in
cortical state and changes in the response of many neurons [29].
ACh originates from the nucleus basalis of the forebrain and is often thought to be
distributed diffusely throughout the cerebral cortex [28], [31], [32], but the distribution may also
be more spatially structured. The possibility for such spatially structured delivery of ACh to the
cerebral cortex is important for the hypothesis studied in this dissertation. Cortical activation
(high firing rates of neurons) and asynchronized (neurons tend to fire independently) cortical
state is typically induced due to increase in ACh levels when the basal forebrain is electrically or
chemically stimulated [31], [33]. In contrast, lower levels of ACh tend to result in more
synchronized bursts of firing that, on average, entail a lower firing rate from the population.

Modulation by ACh under normal and healthy circumstances can be related to learning,
memory, attention, and arousal [31], [34], [35], [36], [37]. Unhealthy or extreme scenarios of ACh
modulation can cause various neural dysfunctions. ACh dysfunction plays a role in Alzheimer’s
disease. The cholinergic neurons are progressively lost in case of Alzheimer’s disease.
Abnormalities in information transfer via cholinergic neurons have been observed in Alzheimer’s
disease [38] , [39]. Loss of ACh neurons is likely to lead to regions with depleted ACh in the
brain, i.e. spatially non-uniform distribution of ACh. The effect of ACh concentration gradient
across the spatial extent of a microcircuit on the function of the microcircuit is not well
understood yet. The research presented in this dissertation provides a better understanding of
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the fundamental concept of spatial concentration of neuromodulators and their effect on cortical
function.

1.3 Hypothesis
Extensive previous work has shown that cortical neural response to sensory input is
state-dependent [40], [41], [42] . The response of the network changes depending on the state
of the cortex even when the same stimulus is applied repeatedly. This results in, so-called, trialto-trial variability (each stimulus presentation is one trial). This variability presents a mystery:
how can reliable sensory perception arise from such unreliable neural response to sensory
input?
The hypothesis for this research is that, the cortical network maintains a heterogenous
state and this heterogeneity translates into reliable sensory detection despite the state
dependent trial-to-trial variability.
So, the hypothesis has two parts. The first part is that cortical state is not the same at
different spatial locations across the cortex. This contrasts with the traditional view of a
homogeneous, spatially diffuse, global state across the cortical network within a cortical region.
For example, traditional view assumes global cortical state within the barrel cortex.
The second part posits that, if one part of the cortical network is not in the state to make
a reliable detection, another part of the network will compensate for that by operating in a
different state capable of reliable sensory detection.
A similar concept has been studied in the context of single neurons. In these studies, it
has been shown that population coding can be improved by increasing heterogeneity of singleneuron response properties [43], [44], [45]. The hypothesis for the research presented here
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applies a similar concept at the network level, rather than the single neuron level. Population
coding can be improved by heterogeneity of cortical state over time and space.
The experiments presented here were designed to quantify detection of whisker stimulus
in anesthetized rats and how this detection depends on the spatial inhomogeneity of the cortical
state. Visual stimulus detection and cortical state in awake mice were also studied. Here, brief
descriptions of the experiments are given, but more detailed descriptions are in the following
sections.
Cholinergic ACh modulations of cortical state were imposed, pharmacologically in rats
and optogenetically in mice. In the anesthetized rats, whisker stimulus detection was based on
population activity in somatosensory cortex. In the awake mice, visual detection was based on
the activity of many neurons in visual cortex. Data for anesthetized rats were obtained from
experiments performed in Shew lab whereas data for awake mice was obtained from Pinto et al.
[13] with permission. A brief description of their work is provided later in this chapter and the
method is described in detail in the next chapter.
1.4 Goals
Motivated by the hypothesis, the two major goals for the work are as follows:
• Quantify spatial inhomogeneity of cortical state.
• Test the effect of spatial inhomogeneity on sensory detection.
1.5 Current state of the art in research methods
The work presented here is innovative in several ways. First, the scientific ideas that
make up the hypothesis are new as discussed above. Second, in the rat experiments, a new
combination of experimental tools including two microdialysis (µD) probes and a microelectrode
array (MEA) was used. In this section, the state-of-the-art in relation to the experimental tools is
8

further discussed. The experimental tools used to obtain the mice datasets will not be
discussed, because those experiments were not done by Shew lab.
Microdialysis is a process that uses diffusion as the fundamental principle to deliver or
collect molecules in the extracellular brain space. In the present research, the µD probes were
primarily used to deliver ACh to the brain. A µD probe has three openings. One of them is the
inlet through which a solution enters the probe. The second one is an outlet through which the
solution exits the probe. The third opening is a two-chambered part as seen in the magnified
portion of Figure 3. The inner wall is non-permeable whereas the outer wall is semi-permeable.
The perfusate solution containing the analyte enters the probe through the inlet and flows
through the inner chamber to the outer chamber. The analyte molecules diffuse slowly to the
extracellular space in the brain since they have a higher concentration inside the probe than the
outside. Diffusion of molecules is controlled by the pore size and material of the semi-permeable
membrane [46], [47], [48], [49]. The perfusate used in the research was artificial cerebral spinal
fluid (ACSF) and the analyte was ACh.
Microdialysis has several advantages over other systems that deliver chemicals to the
brain. A controlled amount of chemical can be delivered to the extracellular space in the brain
via µD. The amount of analyte infused in the brain can be precisely measured from the
difference in analyte concentration between inlet and outlet solutions. The rate and
concentration of the infused chemical can be maintained using the µD probe as well. The
dimension of a µD probe is smaller than alternative devices (e.g. cortical cup or push-pull) used
for such scenarios. Smaller size ensures lesser tissue damage at the probe insertion point. The
diameter of a µD probe can be as small as 200 µm (as used in the work presented here). The
semi-permeable membrane prevents the transfer of high molecular weight substances. The
membrane also protects the surrounding brain area from the mechanical forces due to flow of
perfusate [46], [49], [50], [51].
9

Figure 3: Microelectrode array and Microdialysis probes. The microelectrode array and
two microdialysis probes achieved simultaneous electrophysiological and electrochemical
recordings. Reference: Shew lab.
In the experiments on anesthetized rats, two µD probes were used simultaneously to
create different spatial arrangements of ACh modulation. The spatially non-uniform patterns of
ACh created with the dual µD probes allowed the study of spatially non-uniform cortical state,
which was important for the hypothesis.
In combination with microdialysis probes, a microelectrode array was used to record
the neural activity of brain tissue in response to whisker stimulation and changes in ACh. To the
best of knowledge, no previous study has combined two microdialysis probes with a
microelectrode array. This is one way that this work is innovative.
The electrode array can have a different number of electrodes attached to the end that
will be inserted into the brain tissue [52]. As shown in Figure 3, the microelectrode array that
was used in the research had 32 electrodes; eight shanks with four electrodes on each shank.
The distance between each adjacent pair of electrodes was 200 microns. This electrode array
10

enabled response recording across 600 microns in depth and 1400 microns in lateral extent of
the recording area. Figure 3 shows a microelectrode array that was used in the research. The
other end of the array was connected to the recording device.
Standard approaches were followed when examining the voltages recorded using the
MEA. Thus, analysis was done to obtain two types of signals that reflect different aspects of
brain activity. First, when the voltages are filtered to include only low frequencies between 1
and 100 Hz, the signal is called ‘local field potential’ (LFP). Fluctuations in LFP voltages are
known to reflect the collective activity of many neurons close to the recording electrode – within
about a 200 µm radius. Extensive previous studies indicate that LFP signals contain information
related to synaptic input as well as spiking activity of the neurons nearby the recording electrode
and are correlated with many aspects of behavior and brain function [53], [54], [55], [56], [57].
Research by Gold et al. (2006) [58] indicate that the fast components of LFP may be most
related to spikes.
The second type of signal that was extracted from the voltage recordings is called
‘multiunit activity’ (MUA). This is obtained by filtering the raw electrical signal to include relatively
high frequency fluctuations, between 300 and 3000 Hz. MUA represents the spikes (i.e. action
potentials) of many neurons in a closer vicinity (< 50 microns approximately) to the recording
electrode. These spikes are the electrochemical impulses which neurons use to communicate
information. The spikes are produced by the voltage-gated ion-channels of a neuron and they
propagate along the axon of the neuron to the synapse (junction between two neurons) and
thus pass information. The ion currents associated with generating the action potential manifest
as fast (~ 1 ms duration) voltage fluctuations that are measured with the recording system.
Figure 4 shows a cartoon illustration of the approximate range of LFP and MUA data collection
from the recording site.
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Figure 4 : Range of local field potential (LFP) and multiunit activity (MUA).

A few researchers have reported the integration of MEA and microdialysis probes for
measuring neural activity. Ludvig et al. [59] integrated a microelectrode and a microdialysis
probe to observe neural activity in a freely behaving rat. They recorded the firing of neurons with
the electrode in two different scenarios – with only artificial cerebral spinal fluid in the probe and
with drugs infused with the artificial cerebral spinal fluid. They observed a change in data in
these two scenarios which shows the effect of drugs.
Alam et al. [60] investigated the effect of adenosine on the sleep-wake related activities
in a freely behaving rat. They inserted a microdialysis probe in the basal forebrain to deliver the
drug and microwires nearby the probe to record the neural activity.
Morales-Villagran et al. [61] also used a microdialysis probe together with bipolar
electrodes to record neural activity in awake rats. Taylor et al. [62] investigated local and longrange neuronal dynamics by simultaneously using optogenetics, microdialysis, and silicone
probes. Oldford et al. [31] used one microdialysis probe and electrodes to observe and compare
12

the effects of acetylcholine on local field potential (LFP) due to whisker stimulation and local
electrical stimulation. None of these previous studies used two microdialysis probes together
with a MEA.
1.6 Barrel Cortex
The anesthetized rat experiments were designed to deliver external stimulus in the form
of air puff to the whiskers and the response was recorded from the barrel cortex of the rodent.
The barrel cortex in rodents is a part of the somatosensory cortex which receives and processes
sensory information from whiskers. Barrels can be found in layer IV of the cortex. The position
of the barrels in the barrel cortex is such that it replicates the position of the corresponding
whisker, i.e., each whisker has a corresponding barrel in the barrel cortex [63]. The barrels in
layer IV are arranged in five rows as seen in Figure 5 (A). Figure 5 (B) shows how information
transfers from whiskers to the barrel cortex. Whisker deflection causes an evoked response in
the sensory neurons. Sensory information is transmitted to the thalamus via these neurons.

A

B

Figure 5 : Sensory information processing in a rat barrel cortex. (A) Barrels in layer IV of
primary somatosensory cortex replicate the positions of the corresponding whiskers. Both
whiskers and barrels are represented by rows A–E and the arcs 1, 2, 3, etc. The yellow region
refers to the C2 whisker follicle and the C2 barrel. (B) (1) Action potential is evoked in sensory
neurons in the brainstem when a whisker is deflected, (2) neurons in the brain transmit the
sensory information to the thalamus, (3) the neurons in the thalamus then project to the barrel
cortex. Reference: Reprinted from Petersen (2007) [65] and Knott et al. (2002) with
permission from Elsevier [64].
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Neurons in the thalamus then project to the somatosensory barrel cortex [64],[65]. Each barrel
is approximately 300 microns in width. Thus, the microelectrode array spans multiple
(approximately 4) barrels.
1.7 Pinto et al. data
As mentioned earlier, data from Pinto et al.[13] was used to analyze the validity of the
proposed hypothesis in awake mice. Details of the experimental procedure is stated in the next
chapter. A brief review of their work is as follows. Pinto et al. analyzed how cortical processing
and visual perception are affected if the cholinergic neurons of the basal forebrain are
influenced.
Adult transgenic mice were used for the experiments. During the experiments, the mice
were placed on a spherical treadmill with their head restrained. Cholinergic neurons in the
basal forebrain were optogenetically stimulated. Optogenetic stimuli were delivered through an
optical fiber inserted through an implanted cannula. A single shank electrode array with 32
electrodes spanning the depth of all cortical layers was used to record LFP and spiking activity.
First, the basal forebrain cholinergic neurons were activated with light stimuli to measure
the effect of the activation on cortical and visual processing. Optogenetic basal forebrain
activation showed clear effects on behavioral state and measured electrical brain signals.
Cortical LFP experienced a fast (126 ± 21 ms) desynchronization by the light activation. The
power reduced at low frequencies (1-5 Hz) and increased at high frequencies (60-100 Hz). LFP
went back to baseline 691 ± 45 ms after the light offset. This desynchronization was fast
compared to electrical stimulation (a 500 ms stimulus usually has an effect for 5-20 s) implying
the ability of cholinergic neurons to influence the cortical LFP over a shorter time scale (ms to
s). The mice showed large-amplitude low-frequency (< 5 Hz) LFP oscillations while they were
sitting still which is typical for quiet wakeful state. Whereas less low-frequency activity was
14

observed while the mice were running. This is typical for active state. Low-frequency activity
reduced strongly when the basal forebrain was activated while the mice were sitting still while a
visible increase at high frequencies was observed for running mice.
Next, the effect of basal forebrain activation on visual perception was tested. Head-fixed
mice were trained for a behavioral go/no-go task where they had to discriminate between two
images: a horizontal and a vertical pattern of black lines. The performance of the mice improved
when cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain were activated. The cholinergic axons that
project to V1 were optogenetically activated. This tested the role of visual cortex. A significant
reduction in low-frequency LFP power was observed due to the activation. The V1 activation
improved the performance of the mice during the discrimination task as well.
Activation of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons showed an increase in V1 firing rate in
the awake mice during discrimination tasks and during spontaneous firing. Trial-to-trial response
reliability increased as well.
Next, was to test the effect of laser-induced inactivation of basal forebrain cholinergic
neurons on cortical and visual processing. The V1 LFP power significantly increased at low
frequencies. The inactivation also decreased behavioral performance.
To summarize, their results show that:
• optogenetically activated cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain enhance cortical
processing and visual discrimination in awake animals;
• the effect has a time scale of sub-second;
• optogenetically inactivated cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain decrease
cortical responses and behavioral performance; and,
• optical activation of cholinergic neurons in V1 improves performance
15

These suggest that the cholinergic neurons play a very important role in activating the
cortex and improving various sensory processing thereby establishing a causal link between the
activity of cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain and enhanced sensory perception in the
awake brain.
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Chapter 2: Materials and methods
2.1 Preparation for the anesthetized rat experiments
The experiments were designed and performed following the guidelines provided by the
National Institute of Health for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All the procedures were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC protocol # 15017) of
University of Arkansas. Adult male Sprague Dawley rats (n = 7, average weight 357 ± 84 g,
Rattus Norvegicus, Figure 6) were used for primary experiments. Three other rats (average
weight 329 ± 93 g) were used for control experiments. Sprague Dawley rats are widely used in

Figure 6: Sprague Dawley rat [75].
animal research because they are calm and easy to handle. The rats were 6-7 weeks old. They
were purchased from Harlan Laboratories and afterwards were kept in Central Laboratory
Animal Facility (CLAF) in UARK. They were kept under normal diet and water conditions. They
were kept in groups in compliance with the guidelines provided, in a cage of dimensions 19.5 // X
10// X 8//. The bedding constituted a mixture of aspen chips and cellulose in the ratio of 75 to 25.
They were kept in a temperature of 72 ºF with a light-dark cycle each of 12 hours, i.e., dark from
9 am - 9 pm.
The rats were kept at CLAF until they were needed for experiments. The rats were
brought to the lab in the Physics building on the day of the experiment. The surgery was done in
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PHYS 127 and then the animal was taken to the other lab in Physics (PHYS 129) that had the
recording setup. The surgery room had an exhaust fan to prevent smell and other
contaminations from spreading beyond the room. After the experiment was over, the animal was
euthanized.
The basic steps of the surgery were as follows. The animal was temporarily anesthetized
by isoflurane inhalation. Intraperitoneal injection (ip) of urethane (1200 mg/kg body weight (bw)
dissolved in saline) was then given to maintain the anesthesia. Booster doses of urethane were
given when necessary. The animal was then placed on a stereotaxic frame over a temperature
controlled heating pad and monitored for 10-15 minutes to ensure full effect of the drug. The leg
withdrawal response to toe pinch and eye-blink reflex was checked every 15 minutes to ensure
that the animal was properly under anesthetic. A few of the animals stopped breathing during
this time, hence it was necessary to keep them under observation. In case the animal stopped
breathing, a tube was used to blow air to its nose to resuscitate it. Figure 7 shows the anesthetic
and the surgical setup used for the experiment.

B

A

Figure 7: (A) The anesthetic setup (B) The surgical setup. Reference: Shew lab.
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After the animal was stable, ear bars were fixed carefully to keep the head steady during
surgery. The hair on top of the head was trimmed and povidone iodine was used to sterilize the
exposed skin. Then a local anesthetic, lidocaine (2%, 0.2 mL), was applied topically and
injected subcutaneously at the exposed part to anesthetize the place of incision. After the local
anesthetic set in, the skin was cut with a scalpel from between the eyes to just behind the ears.
The skin flaps were retracted to expose the skull. The exposed part was cleaned to remove
blood or tissue debris and a craniotomy window (3 mm X 6 mm) was marked above
somatosensory barrel cortex. The craniotomy window was centered 2 mm posterior from
bregma and 6 mm lateral from midline. Figure 8 shows the approximate location of the
craniotomy window. A dental drill and 0.5 mm ball end mill was used to remove the piece of the
skull and expose the brain. Dexamethasone was injected to minimize swelling of the brain.

Figure 8 : Rat skull. Reference: Shew lab.
Once the brain was exposed, the rat was taken to the next room to perform the rest of
the experiment. In the next room, the rat was placed on another similar stereotaxic frame. Two
microdialysis probes (240 µm diameter, 1 mm membrane length, CMA 11, Harvard
Laboratories) were inserted one after another in the craniotomy window to a depth of 1 mm,
approximately 2.5 mm apart from each other. A 4 × 8 microelectrode array (8 silicon shanks
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with 4 iridium electrodes on each shank, 200 µm inter-electrode distance, 200 µm inter-shank
distance, 1 MΩ impedance at 1kHz, A8×4-2mm-200- 200-413- A32, NeuroNexus, MI, USA) was
then inserted in the craniotomy window between the microdialysis probes (Figure 9). The MEA
was inserted perpendicular to the brain surface to a depth of 800 µm. The electrodes plane of
the MEA was approximately parallel to the midline of the animal. The two microdialysis probes
were placed at 0.5 mm from two sides of the MEA. The microdialysis probe placed on the
caudal end of the MEA is referred to as the “caudal” probe and the microdialysis probe placed
on the rostral end of the MEA is referred to as the “rostral” probe. Small gel foams soaked in
artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF) were placed on top of the exposed brain surface to prevent
the brain surface from drying. An Ag/AgCl pellet was placed in the gel foams serving as the
ground for the MEA measurements.
Neural activity at each electrode was recorded with a sampling rate of 30 kHz (Cerebus,
Blackrock Microsystems, UT, USA). Depending on the condition of the animal and quality of the
signal, the experiment lasted for approximately three and a half hours. Figure 9(A) shows the
placement of the MEA and the microdialysis probes.
2.2 Data collection for the anesthetized rat experiments
Each experiment had 11 recordings and each of these recordings were 19 minutes in
duration. Three different spatial patterns of ACh were studied in each experiment. The same
process was repeated in four rats. For each experiment, only artificial cerebral spinal fluid
(ACSF) was infused through both microdialysis probes at a flow rate of 2 µL/min during the first
recording of the 11 recordings. The next two datasets were collected while 100 mM ACh was
infused through the rostral microdialysis probe and only ACSF was infused through the caudal
microdialysis probe. This concentration of ACh was chosen consistent with previous studies
[31].
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Reversed condition was studied for the next two datasets; 100 mM acetylcholine was
infused through the caudal microdialysis probe while only ACSF was infused through the rostral
microdialysis probe. These four datasets were repeated once more before recording two final
datasets with only ACSF infusion in both microdialysis probes.
For three different rats, this same sequence of recordings was performed, except that
neostigmine (1 mM) was infused instead of ACh. Neostigmine is a reversible
acetylcholinesterase inhibitor, and therefore should also result in increased levels of ACh when
applied.
The different spatial patterns studied are shown in Figure 9 (A) – (C). During each 19minute recording a fixed pressure air puff of 1 second duration was administered 100 times at

Figure 9: Experimental design and probe configuration. A microelectrode array (MEA) was
inserted into somatosensory cortex between two microdialysis (μD) probes. Three different
spatial patterns of ACh distribution were considered: (A) artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF)
without ACh infused at both μD probes, (B) 100 mM ACh in rostral μD probe with ACSF in
caudal probe, and (C) 100 mM ACh in caudal μD probe with ACSF in rostral probe. Two
additional cases were also studied: 1 mM neostigmine in rostral μD probe with ACSF in caudal
probe, and 1 mM neostigmine in caudal μD probe with ACSF in rostral probe. (D) Dimensions
of MEA electrodes (white circles) and shanks (blue). (E) Dimensions of μD membrane
(dashed).
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an interval of 10 seconds. The air puffs were given to the whiskers and acted as the sensory
stimuli. Microelectrode array recorded the neural responses to these external stimuli in addition
to recording the ongoing activity. Figure 10 depicts a cartoon illustration of the experiment.

Figure 10: Cartoon illustration of the experiment. Reference: Shew lab.

2.3 Equipment list for the anesthetized rat experiments
The major equipment used for the experiments are as follows:
For anesthetizing the animal
➢

Chemical fume hood (IROQUOIS HOODS INC.) - The setup shown in Figure 7(A) was

used to anesthetize the animal. The hood contained an isoflurane anesthesia system. The
animal was placed in an airtight box with an opening, through which oxygen mixed with
Isoflurane was delivered into the box. The animal inhaled the gas mixture, became temporarily
unconscious, and remained under the influence of the anesthesia for several minutes. Within
this time the animal was taken out of the box and weighed. Depending on the weight measured,
urethane (1200 mg/kg BW) was injected into the peritoneal cavity of the animal. Throughout this
process the exhaust system of the fume hood was running to clear the isoflurane (if any) from
the room.
For surgery
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➢

Stereotaxic frame – The rat was placed on this frame shown in Figure 7 (B) during the

surgery and during data collection. The ear bars held the head fixed to ensure mechanical
stability of the rat’s head during surgery and data collection.
➢

Dental drill and 0.5 mm ball drill (OSADA electric co. ltd., Product: OSADA XL-230). This

was used for the craniotomy.
➢ Temperature controlled heating pad with monitor (Kent Scientific Corp., PhysioSuite, Serial:
PS0560)
➢

Stereo microscope (World Precision Instruments)

➢

Scalpel

➢

Scissors

➢

Hypodermic needle

➢

Forceps, etc.
For data recording

➢

NeuroNexus microelectrode arrays (NeuroNexus, MI, USA)

➢

CMA 11 microdialysis probes (Harvard Laboratories)

➢

Syringe pumps

➢

Blackrock Microsystems Cerebus 128 channel neural signal processor and Cereplex

analog-to-digital converter (Cerebus, Blackrock Microsystems, UT, USA). This system was used
to observe and record neural activity. This system considers each recording site of the
electrodes as a channel and is capable of recording from 96 channels at a time.
Chemicals used
➢

Isoflurane (HENRY SCHEIN ANIMAL HEALTH, ISOTHESIA, Isoflurane, USP, Product No:

029405) – to temporarily anesthetize the animal.
➢

Urethane (1200 mg/kg BW, SIGMA-ALDRICH, Product No: 94300) injection – to

anesthetize the animal.
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➢

Dexamethasone (2 mg/kg BW, HENRY SCHEIN ANIMAL HEALTH, DEXAJECT SP,

Product No: 002458) injection – to minimize swelling of the exposed brain tissue.
➢

Lidocaine injection (HENRY SCHEIN ANIMAL HEALTH, LIDOJECT, Product No: 002468) –

was applied topically and inside the skin as a local anesthetic.
➢ Povidone Iodine (Dynarex, Product No: 1415)
➢

Artificial cerebral spinal fluid (see appendix for preparation details) – to prevent the exposed

brain surface from drying and as a component of the microdialysis fluid.
➢

Acetylcholine (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Acetylcholine chloride, Product No: A2661)

➢

Neostigmine (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Neostigmine bromide, Product No: N2001)

2.4 Preparation for the awake mice experiments
As mentioned in Chapter 1, data from Pinto et al. [13] was used to test the hypothesis in
awake mice. The following experiments were performed by Pinto et al. and data obtained from
their experiments has been used here with their permission. Response to visual stimuli in adult
transgenic mice (n = 10, 20-45 g, males and females, wild type (C57) transgenic line B6. Cg-Tg
(Chat -COP4*H134R/EYFP) 6Gfng/J, stock number 014546, Jackson Laboratories) were
analyzed next. These experiments were reported in a previous publication [13]. All procedures
with mice were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California,
Berkeley. The mice were housed in cages in a group of 5. They were kept at 12 hours light and
12 hours dark cycles. The basal forebrain cholinergic neurons were optogenetically stimulated.
Visual stimuli were delivered via an optical fiber. A cannula was implanted to insert the optical
fiber. At least a week before the actual experiment, the mice underwent the cannula
implantation surgery and they were housed individually afterwards.
On the day of the implantation surgery the mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (5%
induction and 1.5% maintenance). Then they were placed on a temperature controlled
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(maintained at 37 ºC for the duration of the surgery) heating pad on a stereotaxic frame (David
Kopf Instruments). Following the basic steps of implant surgery, the brain was exposed. A
cannula (Plastics One) was implanted 0.5 mm above the right nucleus basalis. It was inserted
upto a depth of 3.8 mm. The craniotomy window was 0.5 mm posterior to bregma and 1.8 mm
lateral. A craniotomy was performed above the left frontal cortex to implant a reference epidural
screw. The monocular region of the right V1 was marked with a half-drilled craniotomy. A
silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast – World Precision Instruments) was used to seal the craniotomy.
Small screws and dental cement were used to fix a stainless steel head plate to the skull.
Buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg) was given to the mice twice – once before the surgery and once 6
– 8 h later. Supplementary analgesia with meloxicam (5 mg/kg) was also given when needed. A
recovery time of one week was allowed before the actual experiments.
On the day of data collection, the mice were lightly anesthetized by isoflurane and
placed on a spherical treadmill. The silicone elastomer was removed and a craniotomy was
performed over V1. The craniotomy window was ~300 µm in diameter. The dura was preserved
during this process. An 800 µm long laminar silicon probe with up to 32 sites spaced by 50 µm

Figure 11 : Cartoon illustration of the awake mice experiments. Reference: [13]
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(NeuroNexus Technologies – models polytrode 1B, 1C or poly2) was then inserted in the basal
forebrain. The probe covered all layers of the cortex. The optic fiber was inserted through it to
access the ipsilateral basal forebrain. The mice were removed from anesthesia following the
implantation surgery. Recording started after a recovery time of 45 minutes. The mice were
euthanized after the recording ended. Their brain samples were collected for histology. Figure
11 depicts a cartoon illustration of the experiment.
2.5 Data collection for the awake mice experiments
A 200 µm diameter optic fiber (Thorlabs) was used to deliver laser light (473 nm, 1–3
mW at the fiber tip, CrystaLaser or Shanghai Laser and Optics Century Co.) to basal forebrain.
The optic fiber was inserted 0.5 mm beyond the tip of the implanted cannula. Light was applied
as square pulses of duration 5 s. One of these two systems were used for recording – a
Neuralynx Cheetah 27-channel acquisition system (Neuralynx Inc.) or a 32-channel TDT RZ5
(Tucker-Davis Technologies). A filter (0.6–6 kHz) was applied to the recordings. Then the
recordings were stored as raw voltage traces (30 kHz for Neuralynx or 25 kHz for TDT). A
custom-written software was used to sort the spikes offline. Nearby channels of the silicon
probe were grouped and semiautomatic spike sorting was performed using Klusters [66]. Each
group had three or four electrodes. The spikes of multiple single units recorded from closely
spaced groups of electrodes were considered for assessing cortical state, similar to the multiunit activity studied for the rats. For this, the units were grouped based on 3 different depths;
the shallowest 11 electrodes formed one group, the deepest 11 electrodes formed another
group, and the middle 10 electrodes formed another group.
A gamma-corrected 7-inch LCD monitor (Xenarc Technologies, maximal luminance: 250
cd/m2) with a refresh rate of 75 Hz placed 10 cm away from the left eye was used to present
visual stimuli to the mice. The stimuli were generated with a custom written software using a PC
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with a GeForce 7300 Graphics card (NVIDIA). For all simultaneously recorded units, average
receptive field locationwas measured. A 50° × 50° region centered around this location was
chosen to present the stimuli. Spatial frequency sine-wave gratings with 0.04 cycles per degree
were presented at 20%, 40% or 100% contrast. The laser stimuli were presented for 5 s.
Each trial consisted of 6 s – 1 s of gray screen,1 s of static grating, and 4 s of drifting
gratings. The measurements of ongoing activity, which were used to assess cortical state, were
based on the periods of gray screen. The measurements of detection were based on the initial
response to the presentation of the static grating. The gratings were drifting for 4 s following the
static grating, but responses to drifting gratings were not analyzed here. There were 280 trials
in each experiment. 40 trials were presented at at 0% contrast in addition to 40 trials at each
orientation and each contrast. The trials were divided into eight consecutive laser-on and laseroff blocks. Each block had 35 trials.
2.6 Equipment list for the awake mice experiments
For surgery and implantation
➢

Stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments)

➢

Temperature controlled heating pad with monitor

➢

Cannula (Plastics One)

➢

Epidural screw

➢

Silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast – World Precision Instruments)

➢

Stainless steel head plate
For data collection

➢

Spherical treadmill

➢

Laminar silicon probe (~800 µm long, with up to 32 sites spaced by 50 µm; NeuroNexus

Technologies – models polytrode 1B, 1C or poly2)
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➢

Laser light (473 nm, 1–3 mW at the fiber tip, CrystaLaser or Shanghai Laser and Optics

Century Co.)
➢

Optic fiber (200 µm in diameter, Thorlabs)

➢

Neuralynx Cheetah 27-channel acquisition system (Neuralynx Inc.) or a 32-channel TDT

RZ5 (Tucker-Davis Technologies)
➢

Gamma-corrected 7-inch LCD monitor (Xenarc Technologies, maximal luminance: 250

cd/m2, refresh rate of 75 Hz)
➢

GeForce 7300 Graphics card (NVIDIA)
Chemicals used

➢

Isoflurane

➢

Buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg)

➢ Supplementary analgesia with meloxicam (5 mg/kg)
2.7 Data Analysis
Changes in cortical state was assessed in two different ways – (1) the local field
potential (LFP) and multiunit activity (MUA). Data analysis was performed in MATLAB. Data
from anesthetized rats was collected in raw ns5 format. These ns5 files were opened in
MATLAB using openNSx function in MATLAB provided by Blackrock microsystems. For
analyzing the LFP, a band pass filter (0.1 – 100 Hz) was applied on the raw electrical
recordings. A sampling rate of 300 Hz was used. For analyzing the MUA, a band pass filter (300
- 3000 Hz) was applied on the raw electrical recordings. MUA spikes were defined as
fluctuations falling below -2.5 standard deviations.
For rats, the MUA response of one electrode was defined as the MUA spike count during
the 200 ms immediately following the onset of the whisker puff. The slow variability of response
(shown later by orange lines in Figure 38) was obtained by performing a moving average over 9
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consecutive responses. Time series of ongoing activity were obtained with the same time
resolution (1 point per stimulus) based on the ongoing activity preceding and following the
stimulus. The period considered ranged from 8 s prior to the stimulus to 10 s following the
stimulus, excluding 3 s around the stimulus time. MUA spike counts were calculated in
consecutive 200 ms time bins during this period.
For mice, the response of a single unit was defined as the spike count during the 100 ms
immediately following the presentation of the visual stimulus. The period considered for ongoing
activity ranged from 1 s prior to the stimulus up to the stimulus time. Eleven partially
overlapping time bins of 100 ms duration were considered.
For both rats and mice, ongoing spike rate was defined as the median of spike counts
over these time bins. Ongoing spike variability was defined as the 90th quantile of spike counts
over these time bins. Cortical state was defined as the moving average of ongoing spike
variability over nine consecutive stimuli. Detection was defined to quantify the idea that if the
response was not distinguishable from the ongoing activity, then the stimulus was not
detectable. Detection, therefore, on a single-trial basis was defined to be the difference between
the response and the cortical state at that trial. For a single trial, a response was considered
more detectable if it was large compared to the ongoing activity. High detection means that
response is larger than the ongoing activity fluctuations. Time series of response, ongoing
activity and detection was considered for data analysis. There was one point for one stimulus for
these time series. Hence, the time resolution for mice was one point per 6 s and for rats was
one point per 10 s.
Data was low pass filtered at 1/30 Hz to obtain slow variability of response and high
pass filtered at 1/60 Hz to obtain fast variability of response.
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For several control analyses, phase-shuffled surrogate time series was considered. For
the surrogate distributions of correlation coefficients (shown later in Figure 41), either the
response or state time series was phase shuffled in a four-step process: 1) a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the time series was taken, 2) each complex Fourier coefficient was
multiplied by a complex number with random angle (0 to 2π) and unit magnitude, 3) the inverse
FFT was taken, 4) the magnitude of the resulting complex time series was taken. This process
resulted in a new time series with preserved power spectrum but totally different fluctuations
(randomized phases).
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Chapter 3: Results
3.1 Spatial inhomogeneity of cortical state
The hypothesis, as stated before, has two parts – cortical state is inhomogeneous
across the spatial extent of the cortical network and this inhomogeneous state enables the
cortical network to make reliable sensory detection. Section 3.1 analyzes data from
anesthetized rats to test the spatial heterogeneity of the cortical network. Section 3.2 will
analyze data both from anesthetized rats and awake mice to test the reliability of sensory
detection.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, three different spatial patterns of acetylcholine were
analyzed in the experiments – (1) ACSF perfusion through both microdialysis probes, (2) ACh
perfusion through the rostral probe with ACSF perfusion through the caudal probe, and (3)
ACSF perfusion through the rostral probe with ACh perfusion through the caudal probe (Figure
9). The microelectrode array placed between the two microdialysis probes recorded the
changes in cortical state due to the changes in the spatial pattern of ACh.
Figure 12 (A) shows an example of the change in local field potential with time as the
pattern of ACh distribution was changed. The data shown was recorded from a single electrode
in row 2, shank 7 of the MEA. This electrode was closer to the rostral side of the MEA. A clear
change in the LFP pattern was visible as the spatial pattern of ACh was changed. Although the
change in LFP pattern occurs 15-20 minutes after the spatial pattern of ACh was changed. The
first block of data was recorded with only ACSF flowing through both µD probes.
The next two blocks show how LFP changed when ACh was perfused through the
rostral probe and only ACSF was perfused through the caudal probe. The two blocks after that
showed the change in LFP due to ACh perfusion through caudal probe and ACSF perfusion
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through rostral probe. The perfusion of ACh and ACSF was reversed again in the following
blocks.
LFP was used to quantify the cortical state, denoted by Φ, at time t by computing the
standard deviation of LFP fluctuations during a 2 second time window starting at t - 60 s and
ending at t + 60 s. MUA spiking activity was used to quantify cortical state at time t by
computing spike rate during a time window starting at t – 60 s and ending at t + 60 s. Both LFP
and MUA cortical state were computed 100 times at 10 s intervals for each recording and each
electrode. Cortical state was computed at different times t = t1, t2, t3…… at 10 s intervals (tn = tn1 +10s). The 2-minute sliding window for calculating the standard deviation was centered
around t.
The green line in Figure 12(A) shows the standard deviation of LFP over time in a sliding
2 min window which signified the change in cortical state over time as the ACh perfusion pattern
changes. Figure 12(B) shows how MUA spike rate changed with the ACh configuration change
for the same electrode.
The changes in LFP and MUA spike rate over time were sometimes correlated and
sometimes anticorrelated. Standard deviation of spike rate was also assessed in the same
manner to obtain cortical state based on spike rates.
Figure 13 illustrates another example of the cortical state change for a different rat.
Figure 14 shows the cortical state change for LFP and spike rate when neostigmine was
perfused in the experiment instead of ACh.
Although the level of LFP and spike rate fluctuations were different in each example,
they still depicted a change in LFP and spike rate pattern as the level of acetylcholine and
neostigmine were changed throughout the experiments.
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Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14 show how the state of LFP and spike rate changed
with time throughout the whole duration of the experiments for a single electrode. How the
spatial pattern changed from one electrode to another was analyzed next.

Figure 12 : Cholinergic changes in cortical state with acetylcholine infusion (example
from rat 2). (A) Example time series of LFP from a single electrode (gray) illustrating changes
in cortical state due to different patterns of ACh distribution. The entire time series is from one
electrode in row 2, shank 7 (close to the rostral side of the MEA). These changes in cortical
state were quantified with the standard deviation Φ of the LFP (green, computed in 120 s
sliding window). Timing of switches in ACh distribution patterns indicated below. The dashed
line indicates zero for LFP and Φ. (B) Multiunit spike rate time series recorded from the same
electrode used to record LFP in panel A. Gray: spike rate based on 1 s time windows. Black:
spike rate based on 120 s sliding window (same as used to compute Φ).

Figure 15 shows how Φ for a single 19 minute recording changed for each of the 32
electrodes. Changes from ACSF in both MEAs to ACh through rostral MEA, ACh through rostral
to caudal MEA and vice-versa are shown. The largest change in state may be expected to be
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near the rostral end when ACh was perfused through the rostral µD probe while ACSF was

A

B

Figure 13 : Cholinergic changes in cortical state with acetylcholine infusion (example
from rat 4). (A) Example time series of LFP from a single electrode (gray) illustrating changes
in cortical state due to different patterns of ACh distribution. The entire time series is from one
electrode in row 2, shank 8 (close to the rostral side of the MEA). (B) Multiunit spike rate time
series recorded from the same electrode used to record LFP in panel A. The specifics are same
as Figure 12.
perfused through the caudal µD probe. The state changes contrasted with this expectation.
As shown in Figure 16, a change was largest near the middle of the MEA. The changes
varied across the depth of several cortical layers and varied laterally across different recording
shanks. Two nearby electrodes showed changes in opposite directions as well. Figure 15 34

Figure 18 show how the state changed for different spatial patterns of ACh across electrodes for
LFP. Figure 19 - Figure 21 show how the state changed for different spatial patterns of
neostigmine across electrodes for LFP. Figure 22 - Figure 25 and Figure 26 - Figure 28 show
similar changes for MUA spike rate for ACh and neostigmine, respectively.

A

B

Figure 14 : Cholinergic changes in cortical state with neostigmine infusion (example from
rat 5). (A) Example time series of LFP from a single electrode (gray) illustrating changes in
cortical state due to different patterns of neostigmine distribution. The entire time series is from
one electrode in row 4, shank 3 (close to the caudal side of the MEA). (B) Multiunit spike rate
time series recorded from the same electrode used to record LFP in panel A. The specifics are
same as Figure 12.
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Figure 15 : Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in LFP cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 1. The change in cortical state Φ varied across different electrodes
following the switch from one ACh spatial pattern to another. Each black line is a time series of
Φ from one electrode with duration of 19 minutes, normalized by its maximum value to facilitate
comparison. The horizontal and vertical position of each Φ time series corresponds to the
rostrocaudal position and depth, respectively, of the electrode at which the recordings was
made.
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Figure 16: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in LFP cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 2. The specifics are the same as Figure 15.
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Figure 17: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in LFP cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 3. The specifics are the same as Figure 15.
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Figure 18: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in LFP cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 4. The specifics are the same as Figure 15.
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Figure 19: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in LFP cortical state due to
neostigmine for rat 5. The specifics are the same as Figure 15.
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Figure 20: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in LFP cortical state due to
neostigmine for rat 6. The specifics are the same as Figure 15.
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Figure 21: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in LFP cortical state due to
neostigmine for rat 7. The specifics are the same as Figure 15.
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Figure 22: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in MUA cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 1. Temporal changes in spike rate varied across electrodes following
the switch from one ACh spatial pattern to another. Each black line is a time series of Φ from
one electrode with duration of 19 minutes, normalized by its maximum value to facilitate
comparison. The horizontal and vertical position of each Φ time series corresponds to the
rostrocaudal position and depth, respectively, of the electrode at which the recordings was
made. LFP based Φ changes varied markedly from spike rate changes.
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Figure 23: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in MUA cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 2. The specifics are the same as Figure 22.
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Figure 24: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in MUA cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 3. The specifics are the same as Figure 22.
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Figure 25: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in MUA cortical state due to
acetylcholine for rat 4. The specifics are the same as Figure 22.
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Figure 26: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in MUA cortical state due to
neostigmine for rat 5. The specifics are the same as Figure 22.
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Figure 27: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in MUA cortical state due to
neostigmine for rat 6. The specifics are the same as Figure 22.
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Figure 28: Spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in MUA cortical state due to
neostigmine for rat 7. The specifics are the same as Figure 22.
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Some electrodes changed cortical states together while other electrodes changed in
different ways. Pairwise Pearson correlation coefficient between the Φ time series of all possible
electrode pairs were calculated to quantify this fact.
A pairwise correlation matrix was created to visualize the results. The rows and columns
of the matrix were ordered per different rows of the MEA (from shallow to deep). Correlations
were represented by color. A quantitative analysis of the correlation (or anticorrelation) between
the electrode pairs was possible due to this.
Many electrode pairs were strongly correlated while many others were strongly
anticorrelated. Correlation matrices based on MUA spike rate time series yielded similar
results. A change in the ACh distribution pattern decided the spatial arrangement of which
electrodes changed together.
As mentioned earlier, four types of changes in ACh pattern were considered – (1) switch
from ACSF to ACh perfusion through rostral µD probe (ACSF perfusion through caudal probe),
(2) switch from rostral ACh and caudal ACSF to caudal ACh and rostral ACSF, (3) switch from
caudal ACh and rostral ACSF to rostral ACh and caudal ACSF, and (4) switch back to ACSF
through both probes. The switch from rostral ACh and caudal ACSF to caudal ACh and rostral
ACSF was done twice for each rat, while the other changes were done only once.
Figure 29 - Figure 32 demonstrates the correlation matrices for each of these switches
for LFP cortical state and MUA spike rate cortical state for four rats with ACh perfusion in the
order described above.
Figure 33 - Figure 35 demonstrates the correlation matrices for each of the switches for
LFP and MUA spike rate cortical state for three more rats. The only difference is neostigmine
was infused in place of ACh.
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B

Figure 29 : Pairwise correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs for
acetylcholine for rat 1 for (A) LFP cortical state Φ, (B) MUA spike rate cortical state Φ.
Color coded matrix form display of the correlation coefficients between all possible electrode
pairs quantify the similarity or dissimilarity in cortical state changes across electrodes. Different
changes in ACh distribution pattern resulted in different arrangements of electrodes which were
correlated or anticorrelated.
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Figure 30 : Pairwise correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs for
acetylcholine for rat 2 for (A) LFP cortical state Φ, (B) MUA spike rate cortical state Φ.
The specifics are the same as Figure 29.
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Figure 31 : Pairwise correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs for
acetylcholine for rat 3 for (A) LFP cortical state Φ, (B) MUA spike rate cortical state Φ.
The specifics are the same as Figure 29.
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B

Figure 32 : Pairwise correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs for
acetylcholine for rat 4 for (A) LFP cortical state Φ, (B) MUA spike rate cortical state Φ.
The specifics are the same as Figure 29.
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Figure 33 : Pairwise correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs for
neostigmine for rat 5 for (A) LFP cortical state Φ, (B) MUA spike rate cortical state Φ.
The specifics are the same as Figure 29.
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Figure 34 : Pairwise correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs for
neostigmine for rat 6 for (A) LFP cortical state Φ, (B) MUA spike rate cortical state Φ.
The specifics are the same as Figure 29.
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B

Figure 35 : Pairwise correlation coefficient between all possible electrode pairs for
neostigmine for rat 7 for (A) LFP cortical state Φ, (B) MUA spike rate cortical state Φ.
The specifics are the same as Figure 29.
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The next step was to determine whether nearby electrodes had more likelihood of similar
state changes or not. Whether similar state changes were more likely within a single MEA row
(within a cortical layer) or within a single shank (within a cortical column) was analyzed as well.
The correlation coefficient between two electrodes was compared to the distance between
them. Both cross-row and cross-shank distances were compared. Figure 36 illustrates how the
correlation coefficient between two electrodes changed with distance between them. The figure
summarizes data obtained from all seven rats for all possible pairwise correlation (n = 496, 496
* 7 = 3472) vs the inter-electrode distances. The red line indicates distance across layers and
the blue line indicates distance within a layer among different shanks for positive correlations
and the orange and green lines indicate the same, respectively, for negative correlations. The
analysis was done for both LFP and MUA spike rate cortical state.
The correlations had a slight trend of decreasing with the distance. This was insignificant
when cross-row and cross-shank distances were compared. Experiment-to-experiment
variability was similar in magnitude to the decrease with distance. Hence, the spatial structure of
cortical state changes was found to be weakly distance dependent and independent of direction
or isotropic.
Next, the ACh and neostigmine induced changes were compared to changes that occur
spontaneously in cortical state. Three urethane anesthetized rats were used for this purpose.
Data was recorded from these animals without any external ACh or neostigmine manipulation.
The same analysis of pairwise correlations of cortical state changes were done.
Figure 37 shows the results of this analysis. The correlation coefficients had higher
values in the control rats with no ACh or neostigmine manipulation compared to those when
ACh or neostigmine was applied. The spontaneously occurring cortical state changes were
more spatially uniform compared to those in the ACh or neostigmine manipulated animals. The
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spontaneous changes in cortical state varied across electrodes and time as well. Hence, the
effect of spatially inhomogeneous changes in cortical state may be relevant even without major
changes in ACh function.

A

B

Figure 36: Pairwise correlation coefficient vs inter-electrode distance. Correlation
coefficient of cortical state changes were compared to the distance between electrodes for all
possible pairs of electrodes (n = 496) for 7 rats (496*7=3472). Strong positive and negative
correlations were observed so both positive (red, blue) and negative (orange, green)
correlations were analyzed separately. For the red and orange lines, the horizontal axis
represents distance across layers (inter-row distance) and for the blue and green lines the
horizontal axis represents distance within layers (inter-shank distance). (A) represents LFP
based cortical state changes and (B) represents MUA spike rate based cortical state changes.
The shaded regions describe the quartiles quantifying animal to animal variability. The solid
lines indicate median across animals.
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Figure 37: Changes in cortical state are more spatially inhomogeneous without
acetylcholine manipulation. Each plot shows two histograms of all possible pairwise
correlation coefficients. This indicates how often the electrodes show correlated changes in
state. The blue histograms summarize the results for 7 rats (4 for ACh, 3 for neostigmine, one
experiment each). The red histograms summarize the results for 3 control rats (no ACh or
neostigmine manipulation, 3 experiments each). (A) represents LFP based cortical state
changes and (B) represents MUA spike rate based cortical state changes. High correlation
coefficients are less common in ACh or neostigmine manipulated data. Moderate or negative
correlations are more common in these ACh or neostigmine manipulated data. The crossovers
are more obvious for the MUA spike rate results. Shaded regions delineate quartiles
quantifying animal to animal variability. Solid lines indicate median across animals.
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3.2 Functional implications of spatially inhomogeneous cortical state
In this section, the goal is to test the effect of spatial heterogeneity on sensory function in
terms of sensory detection. Data from anesthetized rats and awake mice were analyzed.
Figure 38(A) shows example time series from two different electrodes from a rat
illustrating the change in ongoing activity as the ACh infusion pattern was changed throughout
time. As mentioned in the methods section, only ACSF was first infused through both µD
probes, then ACh was infused through the rostral probe and ACSF was infused through the
caudal probe. The ACh infusion pattern was switched for the next set of data. Change in
response to whisker stimulation and detection of stimulation is also illustrated in the figure.
Figure 38 (B) shows the same analyses for a different rat with neostigmine infusion
instead of ACh. Figure 38 (C) shows the analyses for data from a single unit in awake mouse for
ongoing activity and response to visual stimulation.
In Figure 38, for both anesthetized rats and an awake mouse, the scattered gold points
represent single trial responses demonstrating the variability of cortical population response to
repeated stimulation across trials in fast time scale (high-pass filter at 1/60 Hz).
The orange lines indicate the variability at slow time scales (low-pass filter at 1/30 Hz,
100 s moving average of gold points). The anesthetized rat experiments yielded that slow
variability was typically greater than fast variability. The two variations were comparable for the
awake mice.
The gray line represents the median of the ongoing activity. Ongoing spike variability
was defined as the 90th quantile of spike counts. The ongoing activity demonstrated slow
changes in statistical properties. These slow-changing components of the ongoing activity are
defined as the cortical state.
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Figure 38: Sensory response and detection. (A) Example time series of ongoing activity,
response and detection to whisker stimulation from two electrodes from rat 4 with
acetylcholine infusion, (B) similar time series from rat 6 with neostigmine infusion, (C) time
series for a single unit for awake mouse. Gold and orange represents response to whisker
stimulation (visual stimulation) and gray represents ongoing activity for the rats (mouse). Red
lines represent detection quantifying how well response is distinguished from ongoing activity.
Infusing acetylcholine through either μD1 or μD2 resulted in dramatically different cortical
activity and sensory detection at different locations. Rats exhibited slow change in detection.
Awake mice also exhibited slow changes in response, ongoing activity, and detection.
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The purpose of this data analysis was to determine whether measurements of response
to sensory stimulation could be used (by an ideal observer) to detect the presence of the
stimulus on a single-trial basis. For rats, the MUA response was calculated separately for each
electrode and was defined as the spike count in a 200 ms window following the onset of the
whisker stimulus. For mice, response was calculated separately for each single unit and was
defined as the spike count in a 100 ms window following the onset of the visual stimulus.
Detectability of each response was quantified by comparing it to multiple instances of ongoing
spike counts with no stimulus present that occurred close to the stimulus time.
On a given single trial, a response was considered more detectable if it was large
compared to ongoing activity. In Figure 38, a response larger than the upper boundary of the
light gray shaded region (90th quantile of ongoing activity) was considered good
detection. Positive detection indicated that the response was larger than at least 90 percent of
ongoing activity, i.e. response was well distinguished from ongoing activity. More conservative
(e.g. 99th quantile) and less conservative (e.g. 75th quantile) references were tried which had the
tendency to systematically shift the detection values down or up, respectively. Hence, the 90th
quantile was chosen as a convenient reference.
The next step was to examine the fraction of trials with good detection for each electrode
for rats and each unit for mice. Figure 39 summarizes these fractions for all electrodes from all
anesthetized rat experiments and all single units from all awake mice experiments. For the rats,
most single electrodes had positive detection for only a small fraction of trials as seen in Figure
39(A). Rats with neostigmine infusion had better detection compared to rats with ACh infusion.
Similarly, for the awake mice, each single unit had positive detection for a small fraction of trials
as seen in Figure 39 (B). Thus, considering a single unit or single electrode, the trial-to-trial
variability in response indicated rather unreliable detection. The study of state dependent
changes in both response and ongoing activity facilitated this conclusion. As seen in Figure 38,
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ongoing activity sometimes increased more than response. The study of only response could
have led to a wrong conclusion that an increase in response indicated better detection.

B

A

Figure 39: Variability of sensory detection. (A) For any single electrode, good detection
(response > 90% of ongoing activity), typically occurred for a small fraction of trials, even when
no controlled cholinergic changes in state were imposed (green). Distributions summarize 10
experiments, 320 electrodes. (B) For single units in awake mice, the fraction of trials with
good detection was low. Distributions summarize 10 mice, 162 single units.

The next step was to analyze the extent of changes in detection that were associated
with changes in cortical state. Figure 40 shows how response and detection change with cortical
state under different scenarios. Response to stimulus and detection were found to be strongly
correlated with cortical state. Response to stimulus often increased with cortical state (Figure 40
(A), (B), (C)) whereas detection decreased with cortical state increase (Figure 40 (D), (E), (F)).
Figure 41 summarizes the overall trends observed for all animals. Correlation
coefficients of detection vs state were plotted against the correlation coefficients of response vs
state. Then the obtained distribution was compared to the distribution of phase-shuffled
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E

C
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Figure 40: Sensory response and detection oppositely depend on cortical state. Example
of how MUA response to whisker stimulus tends to increase with cortical state for a single
electrode in an anesthetized rat with (A) ACh infusion, (B) neostigmine infusion. (C) Example of
how a single unit response to visual stimulation in awake mice tends to increase with state.
Example of negative correlation between detection and state for an anesthetized rat with (D)
ACh infusion, (E) neostigmine infusion. (F) Example of negative correlation between detection
and state for awake mouse. Points represent single trials and line is median.
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surrogate data. The actual distribution was shifted towards positive correlations compared with
the surrogate distribution as seen in Figure 41 (A), (B) confirming that response increased as
cortical state increased whereas detection demonstrated the tendency of decrease with
increase in cortical state when compared to the surrogate distribution. Anesthetized rats and
awake mice, both, consistently showed this trend. The distributions for rats with ACh infusion
were more spread-out than the distributions for rats with neostigmine infusion. Hence, the
conclusion drawn from this was that state dependent changes in response and ongoing activity
were partially responsible for trial-to-trial variability in detection. Cortical state for this analysis
was defined taking into account the amplitude fluctuations in ongoing activity. Previously used
definitions [5], [67], [68] were followed to define the cortical state. Cortical state was
quantitatively defined as the 90th quantile of ongoing MUA spike counts in a sliding time window.

A

B

Figure 41: Summary trend of sensory response and detection. Summarizing all
experiments, a wide variety of relationships were observed, with an overall tendency for positive
correlation between response and state, negative correlation between detection and state for
(A) rats, (B) mice. Each colored point indicates one electrode (rats) or single unit (mice). Gray
points and distributions represent a chance-level control obtained with phase-shuffled state time
series. In (A), blue points indicate ACh, red points indicate neostigmine and green points
indicate no cholinergic manipulation.
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Temporal variability of detection and cortical state has been analyzed up to this point.
Next step was to analyze the variability of cortical state across different parts of the cortical
circuit. Cortical state is often assumed in previous studies to be diffuse and spatially
homogeneous. The validity of this assumption was tested next. If state is spatially uniform, then
a temporal change in state that leads to poor detection at one location would imply poor
detection in general, for the whole network. But, if cortical state is different at different parts of
the network, then one part could have good detection to compensate for other parts with bad
detection, at the same time. Hence spatial structure and heterogeneity of cortical structure was
worth exploring.
Changes in cortical state across electrodes, i.e. at different spatial locations in the
cortical circuit where studied next. In Figure 22 - Figure 28, the changes in cortical state across
electrodes were studied. An example is shown in Figure 42 (A) as well. As shown in Figure 42
(A), (B), changes in cortical state can vary dramatically across electrodes, even varying
oppositely at two neighboring electrodes (Figure 42 (A)). Each recording was quantitatively
indexed on a scale between spatially heterogeneous and homogeneous. Pairwise correlations
of cortical state time series for all electrode pairs in the rats were calculated. For the mice, a
similar analysis was performed on state time series derived from the combined spikes of
multiple closely spaced electrodes, effectively resulting in a similar spatial territory as a single
electrode in the rat experiments. Correlations near 1 were expected for spatially homogeneous
state changes. Correlations near 0 were expected for completely independent state changes at
different sites. The analyses can be seen in Figure 42 (C), (D). These conclusions are based on
comparison between the measured correlation distributions and surrogate correlation
distributions obtained from surrogate data with a controlled degree of homogeneity (phase
shuffling with a controlled degree of phase angle randomization, methods). State correlations
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Figure 42: Cortical state is spatially heterogeneous. (A) Example of simultaneously
recorded changes in cortical state at 32 different locations in anesthetized rat 2(arrangement of
time series corresponds to the spatial arrangement of the electrodes from which they were
recorded). Line indicates median of ongoing spike count. Dark shading spans quartiles, and
light shading spans the 10 th to 90 th percentile range. All traces are normalized by the
maximum value of the 90 th percentile line to facilitate visual comparison, (B) Example of
simultaneously recorded changes in cortical state at 2 different locations in awake mouse, one
shallow (top) and one deep (bottom), (C) To quantify heterogeneity of state, all pairwise
correlation coefficients of state time series for all electrode pairs in the rat experiments were
computed. Correlations were widely distributed and much lower than expected for spatially
uniform cortical state. Boxes span quartiles, line indicates median. For comparison, the gray
distributions show correlations for surrogate data with controlled degree of homogeneity
(different amounts of phase-shuffling), (D) Pairwise state correlations across spatial locations in
awake mice were similarly, far from homogeneous.
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were often smaller for the mice than the rats, which suggested that heterogeneity may be
greater in awake animals. Even without direct manipulation of ACh (green, Figure 42 (C)), the
heterogeneity in cortical state was comparable to that found in experiments with ACh
manipulation (blue, red, Figure 42(C)). This suggested that the heterogeneity created by the
dual-microdialysis manipulations is comparable to naturally occurring heterogeneity.
Spatially heterogeneous state together with state-dependent detection may indicate
spatially heterogeneous detection. The example detection time series of the two different
electrodes shown in Figure 38 (A) also indicated this. Therefore, the spatial heterogeneity of
detection was examined next. Whether this heterogeneity allowed different parts of the cortical
circuit to compensate each other and maintain a consistent, high level of detection when
considering the whole population was worth exploring as well.
To test this possibility, the detection for the whole population was analyzed. The
population response was considered as an n-dimensional vector (n electrodes for the rats, n
units for the mice). In principle, the necessary condition for successful detection was that at
least one dimension of the response vector be well-distinguished from ongoing activity.
Therefore, for a given trial, population-level detection was defined as the highest detection
across all single electrodes (for rats) or all single units (for mice). The single electrode or unit
responsible for the highest detection changed from trial to trial (Figure 43). Considering many
trials over the course of an experiment, the term ‘top group’ was used to refer to the set of
electrodes (for rats) or single units (for mice) that had the highest detection for at least one trial.
For the rats, 41% ± 16% (mean ± SD across experiments and animals) of electrodes were in the
top group. For the mice, 60% ± 15% of units were in the top group.
Figure 44 shows a breakdown of the fraction of trials with good detection for different
conditions for all animals. Fraction of trials with good detection were more for neostigmine
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Figure 43: Heterogeneity across population maintains good detection. Example of
simultaneously recorded changes in detection from 32 different locations in (A) anesthetized rat
4 with ACh infusion, (B) anesthetized rat 5 with neostigmine infusion. At nearly all times, at least
one electrode has good detection, although no single electrode maintains high detection at all
times. Colored traces indicate electrodes in the “top group”, i.e. those that had the highest
detection of all electrodes for at least one trial during the recording. Black line tracks the max
detection of the “top group”. (C) Example of simultaneously recorded changes in detection from
many single units in an awake mouse.
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infused rats compared to ACh infused rats. Thus, the conclusion from the analyses was that
heterogeneity allowed population-level detection to outperform the individuals making up the
population, resulting in consistently high population detection in spite of unreliable detection at
the level of single electrodes or single units.

A

B

Figure 44: Fraction of trials with good detection. The fraction of trials during which at least
(A) one electrode or (B) single unit had positive detection was often near unity (red), and always
much higher than the fraction of good detection trials averaged across electrodes or units
(cyan). Particularly in the (B) awake mice, even the best unit was typically substantially inferior
in detection compared to the population.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
4.1 Discussion
Among the most important goals of brain research is to understand how the cerebral
cortex encodes and processes sensory input. Many previous studies have shown that changes
in cortical state have important implications for how cortical neurons respond to sensory input.
However, most of these studies have assumed that cortical state is spatially homogeneous and
wide-spread. Here, this basic assumption is challenged and it is shown that heterogeneity can
actually be helpful.
The hypothesis of the dissertation was that cortical state changes are not homogeneous
across the spatial extent of the cortical network within a cortical region and the inhomogeneous
cortical state enables the cortical network to maintain reliable sensory detection.
Neuromodulation due to changes in acetylcholine concentration across the spatial extent
of the cortical circuit was used as the means to test the hypothesis.
The hypothesis test consisted of two parts – the first part involved testing the
heterogeneity of cortical state across the spatial extent of the cortical network. Whereas the
second part involved testing the functional benefits of the heterogeneity in cortical state.
A method of combining two microdialysis probes with a microelectrode array was
developed to test the heterogeneity of cortical state across the spatial extent of the cortical
network due to cholinergic changes. The microelectrode array and the microdialysis probes
were implanted in the rat barrel cortex.
The microdialysis probes created three different spatial patterns of acetylcholine by (1)
infusing ACSF through both microdialysis probes, (2) infusing ACh through rostral probe with
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ACSF infused through caudal probe and (3) infusing ACSF through rostral probe with ACh
infused through the caudal probe. The microelectrode array recorded the ongoing activity as
well as response to external whisker stimulus.
Results from the data analysis showed that changes in the acetylcholine spatial
distribution pattern led to different cortical states at different locations in the cortical network.
The LFP pattern experienced a definite change as the ACh perfusion pattern changed. The
effect took 15-20 minutes to be visible. The MUA pattern also underwent a change. The LFP
and MUA pattern changes were sometimes correlated and sometimes anticorrelated. The
changes were different for different experiments though. Neostigmine also caused similar
changes in LFP and MUA patterns.
The largest change in state was sometimes even near the middle of the MEA although it
may be expected to be near the rostral end when ACh was perfused through the rostral µD
probe while ACSF was perfused through the caudal µD probe. The changes spanned across
several cortical layers and laterally across different recording shanks.
Two nearby electrodes sometimes even showed changes in opposite directions as well.
Cortical states for some electrodes changed together while others showed significantly different
changes. Pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficient calculations yielded strong correlation
between some electrodes while strong anti-correlation for other electrode pairs. This was true
for both LFP and MUA patterns.
The correlation coefficient between two electrodes was compared to the distance
between them to check if (i) nearby electrodes showed similar state changes, (ii) if similar state
changes were more likely within a cortical layer or cortical column. Cross-row as well as crossshank distances between two electrodes were compared. The correlations demonstrated a
slight decrease with increasing distance but proved insignificant when cross-row and cross73

shank distances were compared. The decrease in distance yielded similar magnitude when
compared to experiment-to-experiment variability. The conclusion drawn from the data analysis
was that, spatial structure of cortical state changes was weakly distance dependent and
isotropic.
Comparison of acetylcholine and neostigmine induced changes to spontaneously
occurring changes in cortical state showed more spatially uniform changes for spontaneous
activity that varied across electrodes and time.
Hence, the conclusion drawn from the findings is that changes in cortical state due to
cholinergic changes can be spatially inhomogeneous which contradicts the traditional view. The
observed changes from one electrode to another (inter electrode spacing of 200 μm) indicated
that these spatial variations can have length scales as small as a few hundred microns.
The functional benefits of heterogeneous cortical state were tested next. This tested the
second part of the hypothesis. Data recorded from anesthetized rats were used in conjunction
with data recorded from awake mice. The mice data were used with permission from Pinto et al.
[13].
Both data sets were analyzed to determine sensory detection. Response to sensory
stimulation was studied to see if an ideal observer could detect the presence of the stimulus
from a single trial. Response to external whisker stimulation was studied for anesthetized rats
whereas response to visual stimulus was studied for awake mice. The measurements were
considered for single electrodes in the rats and for single units in mice.
As mentioned before, a time series of ongoing activity for single electrodes showed
dramatically different cortical activity on different locations due to change in acetylcholine and
neostigmine infusion patterns for anesthetized rats under various acetylcholine and neostigmine
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infusion conditions. Response to whisker stimulation and detection exhibited change as well.
The time series of ongoing activity, response to visual stimuli, and detection exhibited slow
changes in awake mice.
The fraction of trials with good detection were calculated for each electrode for rats. Only
a small fraction of trials showed good detection for single electrodes, thereby, indicating trial-totrial variability in response. The same results were seen for single units in mice yielding
unreliable detection.
In both anesthetized rats and awake mice, response to stimuli showed strong positive
correlation with cortical state whereas detection showed negative correlation with cortical state.
This implied that the trial-to-trial variability in detection was partially caused by state dependent
changes in response and ongoing activity.
The whole population was examined to analyze the spatial heterogeneity of detection.
Population-level detection showed better performance than individual electrodes or single units.
Hence, the population could maintain a consistent high detection even though the detection was
not so reliable at the level of single electrodes or single units.
The concentration used in the experiments was 100 mM which is high compared to the
natural level of ACh in brain. 100 mM was chosen because no significant effects were observed
for smaller doses of ACh. 1 mM neostigmine was used instead of ACh in three rats.
Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) breaks up ACh. Neostigmine is an Acetylcholinesterase
inhibitor and helps increase the natural level of ACh. Data analysis from neostigmine infused
rats may, therefore, give a better understanding of the functionality of the brain under natural
conditions. When the fraction of trials with good detection were calculated, neostigmine data
showed better detection compared to ACh.
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Cortical state was shown to be spatially inhomogeneous across the cortical network.
Stimulus response and detection were also shown to be state dependent for single neurons as
well as for local groups of neurons. This state dependent behavior was partially responsible for
the trial-to-trial variability at the level of single neurons or single electrodes which may imply
unreliable sensory detection.
The inhomogeneous state and state dependent changes in detection across the cortical
network enabled the system to make good detection in one part and bad detection in other
parts, the part with good detection compensating for the bad detection from other parts. The
heterogeneity in cortical state allowed for reliable population-level detection despite unreliable
detection at the level of single electrodes or single unit. So, in conclusion, the findings suggest
that, cortical state is not homogeneous and the spatially inhomogeneous cortical state can be
beneficial for cortex functions.
4.2 Future Works
The exact mechanism responsible for such inhomogeneous state changes is yet to be
understood. Future experiments are needed to identify such mechanisms. One possibility is that
ACh receptors are not uniformly spread throughout the cortical network. This would mean that
even if ACh distribution was spatially uniform, the effects on the cortical network would not be
spatially uniform.
Another possibility is that the axons of cholinergic neurons originating from the basal
forebrain project to the cortex in spatially non-uniform patterns. For example, there could be
spatial structure across different cortical layers or across the cortical sheet. Anatomical studies
of the cortex projections support this possibility [69] , [70]. Different cortical layers have different
spatial structure. This may lead to changes in cortical state [18] . These possibilities played an
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important role in the design of the experiment with rats that consisted of two microdialysis
probes creating an ACh spatial pattern.
Competitive mechanisms may be responsible for spatially non-uniform cortical state
even if the receptors are uniform. Lateral inhibition is one such mechanism. Spatially structured
networks of astrocytes [71] may also be a reason for the inhomogeneous cortical states. A
single astrocyte activation activated other astrocytes in the region and triggered
synchronizations of state. Future studies designed to address these phenomena can help
understand the mechanisms better.
The dynamical regime of the cortex is a continuum between synchronized and
asynchronized states. Several factors affect cortical state changes in addition to cholinergic
manipulation and spatial location. A cortical region may have different cortical states under
different behavioral contexts. The heterogeneity of state at different parts of the cortical region
may enable the cortex to minimize functional trade-offs.
In this study, the focus of the analysis was on sensory detection. However, sensory
detection is one of the many functions performed by the cortical circuits. Sensory discrimination,
for example, is another function of cortical circuits. Changes in cortical state due to cholinergic
manipulation may improve the sensory discrimination ability of the cortical circuit [72]. A single
neuron may not be capable of performing both detection and discrimination at the same time.
There may be a trade-off between the functions [73], [74].
Selectivity at the single neuron level may enable the cortex to maximize functionality
without any trade-offs. There may be an optimal cortical state for each function. This may be a
possible reason for the cortex to maintain different states in different locations – to help maintain
a steady performance of multiple functions without trading one for another. This state dependent
trade-offs can help generalize the hypothesis of the dissertation. Studies in this dissertation
77

concentrated on sensory detection. Tasks designed to test the performance of the cortical
network during multiple sensory functions can shed lights on this hypothesis.
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Appendix A: Description of research for popular publication
The effect of acetylcholine on sensory information processing
The cerebral cortex of the brain processes the information received from various sensory
organs in the body. Memory, attention, language, etc. are some of the functions associated with
the cerebral cortex. This research project focuses on a better understanding of the sensory
information processing. The dynamics of the cortex is always changing. While an animal is
sleeping, resting, or under anesthesia, the neurons in the brain tend to fire together. During alert
or attentive condition, fewer number of neurons fire together. This change in the behavior of
neurons under various conditions is quantified by cortical state. What is the effect of this cortical
state change on the sensory information processing? This research attempts to find an answer
to this question.
A traditional belief is that the cortical state undergoes similar change throughout the
cortex at any point of time. The validity of this belief is also tested in this research. The cortical
state can change due to chemicals known as neuromodulators that have the ability to influence
the function of the cortex. Acetylcholine is one such neuromodulator and can change the cortical
state. Acetylcholine was used in the project to induce cortical state change and study the effect
on sensory information processing.
Hence, the first part of the project was to test if the cortical state is same throughout the
cortex. The results indicate that different parts of the cortex can be at different states at the
same time. The second part was to test how this benefits sensory information processing. And
the results show that the inhomogeneous nature of the cortical state does benefit information
processing. When the cortex receives a sensory stimulus, it has to detect and act on it. If one
part of the cortex is not ready to detect the stimulus, another part can be in a different state and
ready to detect the stimulus. Thus, maintaining good detection for the system as a whole.
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An experimental setup was designed to test the cortical state across the cortex. The
experiments were carried out in the barrel cortex of anesthetized rats. The barrel cortex
receives sensory information from whiskers on the face of the rats, hence, the whiskers were air
puffed as the means of external stimulus. A microelectrode array (MEA) was placed in the barrel
cortex to record the response to the whisker puff. A microelectrode is a small electrode array
with multiple recording sites that can record the electrical activity of neurons. Two microdialysis
(µD) probes were placed on two sides of the MEA. A µD probe can deliver chemicals to the
brain. Acetylcholine was delivered via the µD probes to externally influence the cortical state.
The analysis of the recordings of neural responses showed that the cortical state can be
different in different parts of the cortex. Even two nearby electrodes demonstrated different
response patterns indicating cortical state changes within a very small distance.
Data obtained from anesthetized rats and awake mice were analyzed to understand the
impact of cortical state change on sensory detection. The awake mice experiments were
performed by Pinto et al. [1] and their data was used with permission. The mice data were
recorded from the visual cortex in response to visual stimulus. The data analysis showed that
the response for the same repeated stimuli was different each time for individual electrodes.
This indicates that there was a trial-to-trial variability for individual electrodes. But when all
electrodes were considered together, there was always at least one electrode that made
positive detection which means the system as a whole is capable of making good detection at
any time. Different cortical states across the cortex makes this possible. Thus, inhomogeneous
cortical state benefits the system by maintaining good sensory detection at all times.
The research facilitated the study of the effect of acetylcholine on sensory information
processing. Acetylcholine does that by inducing cortical state changes. Acetylcholine
abnormalities can be linked to Alzheimer’s disease. A better understanding of how acetylcholine
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effects the sensory information processing will help advance the search for the cure of
Alzheimer’s disease.
Reference:
1. L. Pinto, M. Goard, D. Estandian, Y. Dan, M. Xu, A. C. Kwan, T. C. Harrison, and G. Feng,
“Fast Modulation of Visual Perception by Basal Forebrain Cholinergic Neurons,” Nat.
Neurosci., vol. 16, no. 12, pp. 1857–1863, 2013.
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Appendix B: Executive summary of newly created intellectual property
The new intellectual property items that were created during the research are listed
below1. A novel experimental approach combining two microdialysis probes and a
microelectrode array was developed to study how sensory information processing is affected by
cortical state change.
2. A new approach to step-by-step data analysis to have a better understanding of the
effect of cortical state change on sensory information processing was developed.
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Appendix C: Potential patent and commercialization aspects of listed intellectual
property items
C.1: Patentability of intellectual property (could each item be patented)
The patentability of the items listed in Appendix B were considered next.
1. Although microdialysis probes and microelectrode arrays have been used in prior
studies, the combination of two microdialysis probes and a microelectrode array to measure the
change in sensory function due to changes in cortical state induced by acetylcholine has not
been used previously and can be patented.
2. Although the methods used in data analysis have been used individually or in
combination with other approaches in prior studies, the combination of these methods used in
this dissertation to better understand sensory information processing is unique and can be
patented.
C.2: Commercialization prospects (should each item be patented)
The commercialization prospects of the items listed were considered next.
1. The method can be beneficial for studying the sensory information processing in
reodents. In this research acetylcholine was used to induce cortical state change. This method
can be used to study the effect of other neuromodulators on sensory information processing in
different regions of the brain. However, no significant commercial demand for this method is
anticipated. Hence, the method should not be patented.
2. The unique data analysis approach used in this dissertation can be beneficial in
understanding sensory information processing better. However, the method should not be
patented as there is little commercialization prospect for this.
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C.3 Possible prior disclosure of IP
The following items have published information that can affect the patentability of the
listed IP.
1. The research has been publicly presented at conferences as listed in Appendix G.
2. Data analysis methods adapted in this dissertation has been publicly presented at
conferences as listed in Appendix G.
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Appendix D: Broader impact of research
D.1: Applicability of research methods to other problems
A combination of two microdialysis probes and a microelectrode array was designed to
study the effect of cortical state change on the sensory information processing. Cortical state
change was induced with acetylcholine. Acetylcholine is a neuromodulator. The method
developed in this dissertation can be used to study the effect of other neuromodulators, such as,
dopamine, norenepinephrine, serotonin on the sensory information processing.
The hypothesis of the research is applicable to the sensory system in general. The
hypothesis was tested on the somatosensory barrel cortex of rodents in this research. Data from
Pinto et al. [1] was analyzed with permission to test the hypothesis in visual cortex. The method
used in this research project can be used on other parts of the sensory system as well, i.e.,
auditory cortex.
The experiments in this research project was performed on anesthetized rats. The
method can be modified to use with permanent electordes to analyze sensory information
processing in awake animals.
D.2: Impact of research results on U.S. and global society
The research project has no direct effect on U.S. and global society. However, the
project studies sensory information processing and how cortical state changes affects
information processing. Neuromodulators can induce state changes. Abnormal
neuromodulations can be associated with diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. This
project provides a platform to better understand the fundamental concept of spatial
concentration of neuromodulators and their effect on cortical function. A better understanding of
abnormal neuromodulation can help advance the research of various neural diseases.
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D.3 Impact of research results on the environment
The research project has no adverse affects on the environment. The method developed
in the project doesn’t use anything or implement any steps that can be deemed as harmful to
the environment.
Reference:
1. L. Pinto, M. Goard, D. Estandian, Y. Dan, M. Xu, A. C. Kwan, T. C. Harrison, and G. Feng,
“Fast Modulation of Visual Perception by Basal Forebrain Cholinergic Neurons,” Nat.
Neurosci., vol. 16, no. 12, pp. 1857–1863, 2013.
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Appendix E: Microsoft Project for Ph.D. MicroEP degree plan
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Appendix F: Identification of all software used in research and dissertation generation
Computer #1: Personal laptop
Model Number: Dell Inspiron N5010
Serial Number: 6Q5KDL1
Location: Personal
Owner: Tazima Nur
Software #1:
Name: Microsoft Office 365
Purchased by: Free student version
Software #2:
Name: TeamViewer
Purchased by: Free version for personal use
Computer #2: Personal laptop
Model Number: X5535A
Serial Number: F9N0CV41659538F
Location: Personal
Owner: Tazima Nur
Software #1:
Name: TeamViewer
Purchased by: Free version for personal use
Computer #3: Lab desktop
Model Number: Not available (assembled)
Serial Number: Not available (assembled)
Location: PHYS 133
Owner: University of Arkansas
Software #1:
Name: Microsoft Office 365
Purchased by: Free student version
Software #2:
Name: TeamViewer
Purchased by: Free version for personal use
Software #3:
Name: Adobe Illustrator 15.1.0
Purchased by: Woodrow Shew
Software #4:
Name: MATLAB R2016a
Purchased by: University of Arkansas Site License
Computer #4: Lab desktop
Model Number: DH77EB
Serial Number: Not available (assembled)
Location: PHYS 129
Owner: University of Arkansas
Software #1:
Name: LabView 2011
Purchased by: Woodrow Shew
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Computer #5: Lab desktop
Model Number: Not available
Serial Number: Not available
Location: PHYS 129
Owner: University of Arkansas
Software #1:
Name: Cerebus Suite Central v6.05.01.00
Purchased by: University of Arkansas
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Appendix G: All publications published, submitted and planned
Publications:
Manuscripts under revision • Probing spatial inhomogeneity of cholinergic changes in cortical state in rat. Tazima Nur,
Shree Hari Gautam, Julie A Stenken, Woodrow L Shew.
To be submitted to: PLoS One
• Functional benefits of heterogeneous cortical state. Tazima Nur, Shree Hari Gautam, Lucas
Pinto, Michael Goard, Julie A Stenken, Woodrow L Shew.
To be submitted to: Journal of Neuroscience
Conference presentations:
• Society for Neuroscience Conference, Washington, D.C., USA, November 2017.
Poster: “Functional benefits of spatially inhomogeneous cortical state”. Poster No. #BB27.
• Industrial Advisory Board meeting, Microelectronics-Photonics Graduate Program, University
of Arkansas, October 2016.
Poster: “Measuring functional implications of inhomogeneous acetylcholine distribution in
cerebral cortex”.
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Appendix H: IACUC Protocol
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Appendix H: IACUC Protocol (Continued)
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Appendix I: Codes
I.1: Code used to produce Figure 12 - Figure 14
clear
flist=dir('D:\Tazima\Data\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\*.ns5');
basedir='D:\Tazima\Data\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
% flist([10 11])=[]; %Rat 23
% flist(6)=[]; %Rat 27
nf=length(flist);
skipf=100;
sampfreq=30000/skipf;
[bL aL]=butter(4,2*[0.1 100]/sampfreq);
[bS aS]=butter(4,2*[300 3000]/30000);
plotflag=1;
fset=[11 7 8 3 4 9 10 5 6 1 2]; %Rat 24 or Rat 22
nfs=length(fset);
symb='.sdx+sdx+**';
% There are 8 total electrode which is respresented here by each row. Each
% electrode constitutes of 4 different shanks. organization of shank is
% resperented in the following 2d array. The value of each item represents
% the row number in 2d data matrix. For example, 2, 8 , 4 and 6 th row
% respents the shank from electrode 1.
chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
chset=chmap(:);%[2 8 4 18 24 20 9 15 11 25 31 27];
nch=length(chset);
chcol=colormap(lines(nch));
rowcol=colormap(lines(4));
%spike detection threshold
th=2.5;
%init for data storage
nstim=100;
spkrate=zeros(nfs,nch,nstim);
sdlfp=zeros(nfs,nch,nstim);
sdtvec=zeros(nfs,nch,nstim);
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sdset=zeros(1,nch);
for f=1:10
disp(f)
for c=24 %for one channel
%lfp timeseries
openNSx('read',[basedir,flist(fset(f)).name],['c:',num2str(chset(c))] ,'skipfactor',skipf)
lfp=filtfilt(bL,aL,double(NS5.Data)');
np=length(lfp);
tvec=(1:np)/sampfreq;
%get recording start time
hour=str2num(NS5.MetaTags.DateTime(13:14));
day=str2num(NS5.MetaTags.DateTime(1:2));
minute=str2num(NS5.MetaTags.DateTime(16:17));
startT=day*24*3600+hour*3600+minute*60; %in sec
if f==1; T0=startT; end
%get stimtimes
openNSx('read',[basedir,flist(fset(f)).name],'c:33','skipfactor',skipf)
stimmask=NS5.Data<1e4; %
stimts=find(diff(stimmask)<0)/sampfreq; %stim times in sec
nstim=length(stimts);
nostimlfp=lfp(stimmask);
nostimtvec=tvec(stimmask);
npns=length(nostimlfp);
%get spike times
openNSx('read',[basedir,flist(fset(f)).name],['c:',num2str(chset(c))],'skipfactor',5)
x=filtfilt(bS,aS,double(NS5.Data));
if f==1; sdset(c)=std(x); end
x=[0 x/sdset(c) 0];
spktimes=find(diff(x < -th)>0)/6000; %in sec
spkbins=0:2:max(spktimes);
spkcnt=histc(spktimes,spkbins)/1;
%lfpSD time window
halfwin=60; %in sec
Tend=np/sampfreq;
for t=1:nstim
%compute SDlfp between lowt and hight
lowt=max([0 stimts(t)-halfwin]);
hight=min([Tend stimts(t)+halfwin]);
lfpmask=nostimtvec>lowt & nostimtvec<hight;
sdlfp(f,c,t)=std(nostimlfp(lfpmask));
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sdtvec(f,c,t)=mean(nostimtvec(lfpmask));
%compute ongoing spike rate between lowt and hihgt
stimsubset=stimts(stimts>lowt & stimts<hight);
stimspikecount=0;
for st=stimsubset
stimspikecount=stimspikecount+sum(spktimes>st & spktimes<(st+1.5));
end
spkrate(f,c,t)=(sum(spktimes>lowt & spktimes<hight)-stimspikecount)/(hight-lowt-0.5);
end
%ongoing lfp sd
figure(60);
plot(tvec(1:60:end)+startT-T0,lfp(1:60:end)+8000*row(chmap==chset(c)),'color',[1 1 1]*0.7)
hold on;
tshift = 8000*row(chmap==chset(c));
disp tshift;
% plot(tvec(1:60:end)+startT-T0,8000*row(chmap==chset(c)),'color',[1 1 1]*0.2)
%hold on
plot(squeeze(sdtvec(f,c,:))+startTT0,squeeze(sdlfp(f,c,:))+8000*row(chmap==chset(c)),'color', rowcol(row(chmap==chset(c)),:))
hold on;

%ongoing spike rate
figure(161);
plot(spkbins+startT-T0,spkcnt+3000*row(chmap==chset(c)),'color', [1 1 1]*0.7)
hold on;
plot(squeeze(sdtvec(f,c,:))+startTT0,squeeze(spkrate(f,c,:))+3000*row(chmap==chset(c)),'color', rowcol(row(chmap==chset(c)),:))

end
end
figure(60)
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('LFP fluctuation amplitude (SD, uV)')
title('cyan=deepest, red=deep, green=shallow')
figure(160)
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('ongoing spike rate (spikes/min)')
title('cyan=deepest, red=deep, green=shallow')
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I.2: Code used to produce Figure 15 - Figure 35
clear
basedir{1}='D:\Tazima\Data\04122016_Rat22_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{2}='D:\Tazima\Data\06152016_Rat23_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{3}='D:\Tazima\Data\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{4}='D:\Tazima\Data\07142016_Rat25_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMdProbe\';
basedir{5}='D:\Tazima\Data\07262016_Rat26_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{6}='D:\Tazima\Data\07282016_Rat27_dualMD_Neostigmine\';
basedir{7}='D:\Tazima\Data\03162016_Rat20_dualMDProbe\';
chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
chset=chmap(:);
nch=length(chset);
chcol=colormap(lines(nch));
rowcol=colormap(lines(4));
symb='.sdx+sdx+**';
for r=7
load([basedir{r},'phi.mat'])
nexp=size(sdlfp,1); %
expcol=colormap(jet(nexp)); %
for exp=1:nexp
figure(1)
for ch=1:32
sh=shank(chmap==chset(ch));
ro=row(chmap==chset(ch));
subplot(121)
plot(squeeze(sdtvec(exp,ch,:))+(exp-1)*1200,squeeze(sdlfp(exp,ch,:))+sh*1000,
'color',rowcol(ro,:))
hold on;
subplot(122)
plot(squeeze(sdtvec(exp,ch,:))+(exp-1)*1200,squeeze(spkrate(exp,ch,:))+sh*10,
'color',rowcol(ro,:))
hold on;
end
end
subplot(121); hold off
subplot(122); hold off
xdists=squareform(pdist(shank(:))); xdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
ydists=squareform(pdist(row(:))); ydists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
totdists=squareform(pdist([shank(:) row(:)])); totdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
bins=-0.5:1:8.1;
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nc=ceil(sqrt(nexp));%Y = ceil(X) rounds each element of X to the nearest integer greater than
or equal to that element
for exp=1:nexp
cdists=corr(squeeze(sdlfp(exp,:,:))');
figure(4)
subplot(nc,nc,exp)
imagesc(cdists(end:-1:1,end:-1:1),[-1 1])
scdists=corr(squeeze(spkrate(exp,:,:))'); % corr calculates the Pearson pairwise correlation
co-efficient.
figure(5)
subplot(nc,nc,exp)
imagesc(scdists(end:-1:1,end:-1:1),[-1 1])
cdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
scdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
figure(2)
subplot(nc,nc,exp)
patchx=[bins(1:end-1)+0.5 bins(end-1:-1:1)+0.5];
mask=cdists>0;
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xdists(mask), cdists(mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy); %TF = isnan(A) returns an array the
same size as A containing logical 1 (true) where the elements of A are NaNs
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on;
plot(avx,med,'c')

[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(ydists(mask), cdists(mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xdists(~mask), cdists(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on;
plot(avx,med,'c')

[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(ydists(~mask), cdists(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
hold off;
axis([0 7 -1 1])
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figure(3)
subplot(nc,nc,exp)
mask=scdists>0;
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xdists(mask), scdists(mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on
plot(avx,med,'c')

[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(ydists(mask), scdists(mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xdists(~mask), scdists(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on
plot(avx,med,'c')

[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(ydists(~mask), scdists(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
hold off
axis([0 7 -1 1])
figure(30)
cbins=-1:0.2:1;
plot(cbins,histc(cdists,cbins)/2,'color',expcol(exp,:));
hold on;
end
hold off
end
%% example transition, all electrodes
r=7;
exp1=10;%????
load([basedir{r},'phi.mat']
figure(21)
for ch=1:32
sh=shank(chmap==chset(ch));
ro=row(chmap==chset(ch));

subplot(121)
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temp=squeeze(sdlfp(exp1,ch,:));
plot(squeeze(sdtvec(exp1,ch,:))+(sh-1)*1200,temp/max(temp)+(4-ro))
hold on;
subplot(122)
temp=squeeze(spkrate(exp1,ch,:));
plot(squeeze(sdtvec(exp1,ch,:))+(sh-1)*1200,temp/max(temp)+(4-ro))
hold on;
pause(0.1)
end
subplot(121); hold off
subplot(122); hold off
%% correlation versus distance: summary over animals
clear
basedir{1}='D:\Tazima\Data\04122016_Rat22_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{2}='D:\Tazima\Data\06152016_Rat23_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{3}='D:\Tazima\Data\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{4}='D:\Tazima\Data\07142016_Rat25_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMdProbe\';
basedir{5}='D:\Tazima\Data\07262016_Rat26_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{6}='D:\Tazima\Data\07282016_Rat27_dualMD_Neostigmine\';
basedir{7}='D:\Tazima\Data\03162016_Rat20_dualMDProbe\';
chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
chset=chmap(:);
nch=length(chset);
chcol=colormap(lines(nch));
rowcol=colormap(lines(4));
%compute pairwise distances
xdists=squareform(pdist(shank(:))); xdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
ydists=squareform(pdist(row(:))); ydists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
totdists=squareform(pdist([shank(:) row(:)])); totdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
bins=-0.5:1:8.1;
patchx=[bins(1:end-1)+0.5 bins(end-1:-1:1)+0.5];

for exp=1:10
lfpcors=zeros(0,992);
xds=zeros(0,992);
muacors=zeros(0,992);
yds=zeros(0,992);
for r=1:7
load([basedir{r},'phi.mat'])
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%lfp correlations
cdists=corr(squeeze(sdlfp(exp,:,:))');
cdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
lfpcors=[lfpcors; cdists];
%spike correlations
scdists=corr(squeeze(spkrate(exp,:,:))');
scdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
muacors=[muacors; scdists];
xds=[xds; xdists];
yds=[yds; ydists];
end
figure(6)
subplot(3,4,exp)
mask=lfpcors>0;
%positive lfp correlations vs within-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xds(mask), lfpcors(mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on;
plot(avx,med,'c')
%positive lfp correlations vs across-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(yds(mask), lfpcors(mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
%negative lfp correlations vs within-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xds(~mask), lfpcors(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on;
plot(avx,med,'c')
%negative lfp correlations vs across-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(yds(~mask), lfpcors(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
hold off;
axis([0 7 -1 1])
figure(7)
subplot(3,4,exp)
mask=muacors>0;
%positive mua correlations vs within-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xds(mask), muacors(mask), bins);
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patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on
plot(avx,med,'c')
%positive mua correlations vs across-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(yds(mask), muacors(mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
%negative mua correlations vs within-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(xds(~mask), muacors(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on
plot(avx,med,'c')
%negative mua correlations vs across-layer distance
[avx avy med sdd semd upq loq]=binnedav(yds(~mask), muacors(~mask), bins);
patchy=[loq upq(end:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
plot(avx,med,'y')
hold off
axis([0 7 -1 1])

end
I.3: Code used to produce Figure 36, Figure 37
clear
basedir{1}='D:\Tazima\Data\03162016_Rat20_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{2}='D:\Tazima\Data\04122016_Rat22_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{3}='D:\Tazima\Data\06152016_Rat23_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{4}='D:\Tazima\Data\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{5}='D:\Tazima\Data\07142016_Rat25_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMdProbe\';
basedir{6}='D:\Tazima\Data\07262016_Rat26_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{7}='D:\Tazima\Data\07282016_Rat27_dualMD_Neostigmine\';
basedir{8}='D:\Tazima\Data\no uD rats\Rat 25\';
basedir{9}='D:\Tazima\Data\no uD rats\Rat 23\';
basedir{10}='D:\Tazima\Data\no uD rats\Rat 17\';

chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
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chset=chmap(:);
nch=length(chset);
chcol=colormap(lines(nch));
rowcol=colormap(lines(4));
symb='.sdx+sdx+**';
cbins=-1:0.1:1;
allcorrlfp=zeros(6,11,length(cbins));
allcorrmua=zeros(6,11,length(cbins));
for r=1:10
load([basedir{r},'phi.mat'])
load([basedir{r},'badexp.mat'])
nexp=size(sdlfp,1);
expcol=colormap(jet(nexp));
if r<=4; pcol='r'; else; pcol='b'; end
if r>7 pcol='g'; end
xdists=squareform(pdist(shank(:))); xdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
ydists=squareform(pdist(row(:))); ydists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
totdists=squareform(pdist([shank(:) row(:)])); totdists(logical(eye(32)))=[];
nc=ceil(sqrt(nexp));
for exp=1:nexp
if ~any(exp==badexp)
cdists=corr(squeeze(sdlfp(exp,:,:))');
cdists(logical(eye(32)))=[]; %don't count the self-correlations
allcorrlfp(r,exp,:)=histc(cdists,cbins)/2;
scdists=corr(squeeze(spkrate(exp,:,:))');
scdists(logical(eye(32)))=[]; %don't count the self-correlations
allcorrmua(r,exp,:)=histc(scdists,cbins)/2;
figure(3)
subplot(3,4,exp)
plot(cbins(1:end-1),squeeze(allcorrlfp(r,exp,1:end-1)),pcol)
hold on
figure(4)
subplot(3,4,exp)
plot(cbins(1:end-1),squeeze(allcorrmua(r,exp,1:end-1)),pcol)
hold on
end
end
end
highcut=-0.5;
temp1=allcorrlfp(1:4,[2 4 6 8 10],cbins>=highcut);
temp2=allcorrlfp(1:4,[2 4 6 8 10],:);
hifrac=sum(temp1(:))/sum(temp2(:));
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disp(['ACH fraction high lfpCC = ',num2str(hifrac)])
temp1=allcorrlfp(5:7,[2 4 6 8 10],cbins>=highcut);
temp2=allcorrlfp(5:7,[2 4 6 8 10],:);
hifrac=sum(temp1(:))/sum(temp2(:));
disp(['NEO fraction high lfpCC = ',num2str(hifrac)])
temp1=allcorrlfp(8:10,1:3,cbins>=highcut);
temp2=allcorrlfp(8:10,1:3,:);
hifrac=sum(temp1(:))/sum(temp2(:));
disp(['no drug fraction high lfpCC = ',num2str(hifrac)])
temp1=allcorrmua(1:4,[2 4 6 8 10],cbins>=highcut);
temp2=allcorrmua(1:4,[2 4 6 8 10],:);
hifrac=sum(temp1(:))/sum(temp2(:));
disp(['ACH fraction high muaCC = ',num2str(hifrac)])
temp1=allcorrmua(5:7,[2 4 6 8 10],cbins>=highcut);
temp2=allcorrmua(5:7,[2 4 6 8 10],:);
hifrac=sum(temp1(:))/sum(temp2(:));
disp(['NEO fraction high muaCC = ',num2str(hifrac)])
temp1=allcorrmua(8:10,1:3,cbins>=highcut);
temp2=allcorrmua(8:10,1:3,:);
hifrac=sum(temp1(:))/sum(temp2(:));
disp(['no drug fraction high muaCC = ',num2str(hifrac)])
rset=8:10;
templfp=zeros(0,length(cbins));
tempmua=zeros(0,length(cbins));
for r=rset
for exp=1:3
templfp=[templfp; squeeze(allcorrlfp(r,exp,:))'];
tempmua=[tempmua; squeeze(allcorrmua(r,exp,:))'];
end
end
for exp=1:11
figure(5)
subplot(3,4,exp)
patchx=[cbins(1:end-1) cbins(end-1:-1:1)];
loq=quantile(templfp,0.25);
upq=quantile(templfp,0.75);
med=quantile(templfp,0.5);
patchy=[loq(1:end-1) upq(end-1:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
hold on;
plot(cbins(1:end-1),med(1:end-1),'y')
figure(6)
subplot(3,4,exp)
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patchx=[cbins(1:end-1) cbins(end-1:-1:1)];
loq=quantile(tempmua,0.25);
upq=quantile(tempmua,0.75);
med=quantile(tempmua,0.5);
patchy=[loq(1:end-1) upq(end-1:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'r')
hold on;
plot(cbins(1:end-1),med(1:end-1),'y')
end
rset=1:7;
for exp=1:11%[2 4 6 8 10]
temp=squeeze(allcorrlfp(rset,exp,:));
figure(5)
subplot(3,4,exp)
patchx=[cbins(1:end-1) cbins(end-1:-1:1)];
loq=quantile(temp,0.25);
upq=quantile(temp,0.75);
med=quantile(temp,0.5);
patchy=[loq(1:end-1) upq(end-1:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on;
plot(cbins(1:end-1),med(1:end-1),'c')
temp=squeeze(allcorrmua(rset,exp,:));
figure(6)
subplot(3,4,exp)
patchx=[cbins(1:end-1) cbins(end-1:-1:1)];
loq=quantile(temp,0.25);
upq=quantile(temp,0.75);
med=quantile(temp,0.5);
patchy=[loq(1:end-1) upq(end-1:-1:1)]; pmask=~isnan(patchy);
patch(patchx(pmask),patchy(pmask),'b')
hold on;
plot(cbins(1:end-1),med(1:end-1),'c')
end

I.4: Code used to produce Figure 38, Figure 39
%% rats (Tazima's data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
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basedir{1}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06152016_Rat23_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{2}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{3}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\04122016_Rat22_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{4}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\03162016_Rat20_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{5}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07142016_Rat25_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMdProbe\';
basedir{6}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07262016_Rat26_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{7}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07282016_Rat27_dualMD_Neostigmine\';
basedir{8}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat25\ns5dat\';
basedir{9}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat23\ns5dat\';
basedir{10}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat17\ns5dat\';
chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
chset=chmap(:);
nch=length(chset); %number of channels
nrat=length(basedir); %number of rats
detfrac=zeros(nrat,nch);
detfracs=zeros(nrat,nch);
nrep=40; %?
plotflag=1;
for r=1:nrat
disp(r)
load([basedir{r},'resp2.mat']) %this data was calculated with R_and_state.m
%10 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q10=quantile(ongr,0.1,4); %not smoothed . quantile(X,N,dim) returns quantiles at the N
evenly-spaced cumulative probabilities (1/(N+1), 2/(N+1), ..., N/(N+1)) for integer N>1 along
dimension dim.
q10s=convn(q10,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed. Convolution
%Convolution is to multiply the sequences by their Fourier transforms.
% X = fft([x zeros(1,length(y)-1)]), Y = fft([y zeros(1,length(x)-1)]).
% conv(x,y) = ifft(X.*Y)
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corr
%25 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q25=quantile(ongr,0.25,4); %not smoothed
q25s=convn(q25,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%50 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q50=quantile(ongr,0.5,4); %not smoothed
q50s=convn(q50,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%75 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q75=quantile(ongr,0.75,4); %not smoothed
q75s=convn(q75,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%90 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q90=quantile(ongr,0.9,4); %not smoothed
q90s=convn(q90,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%smoothed response
Rs=convn(resp,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%state
state=convn(quantile(ongr,stateperc,4),ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%calculate detection
detec=resp-q90s; %not smoothed
Ds=convn(detec,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
nexp=size(resp,1); %number of experiments
nstim=size(resp,3); %number of stimuli
tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
for ch=1:nch
temp=detec(:,ch,tset);
detfrac(r,ch)=sum(temp(:)>0)/length(temp(:));
temp=Ds(:,ch,tset);
detfracs(r,ch)=sum(temp(:)>0)/length(temp(:));
end
if r==6
normfac=max(q90s(tset));
for ex=1:nexp
%get stim times (relative to beginning of first recording)
stimts=stimtimes(ex,:)+startTs(ex)-startTs(1);
patchx=[stimts(tset) stimts(tset(end:-1:1))];
ofst=4;
for ch=[7 9] %1:nch
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figure(1)
patchy=[squeeze(q10s(ex,ch,tset))' squeeze(q90s(ex,ch,tset(end:-1:1)))']/normfac ofst*ch;
patch(patchx,patchy,[0.9 0.9 1],'edgecolor','none')
hold on;
patchy=[squeeze(q25s(ex,ch,tset))' squeeze(q75s(ex,ch,tset(end:-1:1)))']/normfac ofst*ch;
patch(patchx,patchy,[0.8 0.8 1],'edgecolor','none')
plot(stimts(tset),squeeze(q50s(ex,ch,tset))/normfac - ofst*ch,'color',[0.6 0.6 1])
plot(stimts(tset),squeeze(resp(ex,ch,tset))/normfac - ofst*ch,'.','color',[1 0.9 0])
plot(stimts(tset),squeeze(Rs(ex,ch,tset))/normfac - ofst*ch,'color',[1 0.5 0])
plot(stimts(tset),squeeze(Ds(ex,ch,tset))/normfac - ofst*ch,'r')
end
end
end
end
% save('F:\Tazimas ACH project\detfrac_rat','detfrac', 'detfracs')
save('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\detfrac_rat','detfrac', 'detfracs')
figure(2)
subplot(121)
bins=linspace(-0.05,1.05,15);
%temp=detfrac(1:3,:); %ACh experiments
temp=detfrac(1:4,:); %ACh experiments
count=histc(temp(:),bins);
plot(bins,count)
%temp=detfrac(4:6,:); %neostigmine experiments
temp=detfrac(5:7,:); %neostigmine experiments
count=histc(temp(:),bins);
hold on;
plot(bins,count,'r')
%temp=detfrac(7:9,:); %normal rats (no ACh manipulations)
temp=detfrac(8:10,:); %normal rats (no ACh manipulations)
count=histc(temp(:),bins);
plot(bins,count,'g')
hold off
figure(2)
subplot(122)
bins=linspace(-0.05,1.05,15);
%temp=detfracs(1:3,:); %ACh experiments
temp=detfracs(1:4,:); %ACh experiments
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count=histc(temp(:),bins);
plot(bins,count)
% temp=detfracs(4:6,:); %neostigmine experiments
temp=detfracs(5:7,:); %neostigmine experiments
count=histc(temp(:),bins);
hold on;
plot(bins,count,'r')
% temp=detfracs(7:9,:); %normal rats (no ACh manipulations)
temp=detfracs(8:10,:); %normal rats (no ACh manipulations)
count=histc(temp(:),bins);
plot(bins,count,'g')
hold off

%% now for mice (Pinto data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\conditionVectors.mat')
stimsamps=find(diff([0 CONTmat])>0);
stimtimes=stimsamps/75;
nt=length(stimtimes);
lmask=NBmat(diff([0 CONTmat])>0)>0;
Rmask=CONTmat((diff([0 CONTmat])>0)); Rmask(Rmask==1000)=0;
% figure(40)
%plot laser on times
las=NBmat(stimsamps);
% plot(stimtimes,las)
% hold on
%plot stim contrast
cont=CONTmat(stimsamps);
cont(cont==1000)=0;
% plot(stimtimes,cont/100,'r')
%plot grating orientation
orien=DIRmat(stimsamps);
orien(orien==100)=0.5; orien(orien==190)=1; orien(orien==-1)=0;
% plot(stimtimes,orien,'g')
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% dirlist=dir('F:\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
dirlist=dir('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
nd=length(dirlist);
%unit directories
udlist{1}='120405_SUgratings';
udlist{2}='120501_SUgratings';
udlist{3}='120510_SUgratings';
udlist{4}='120511_SUgratings';
udlist{5}='120516_SUgratings';
udlist{6}='121109_cont';
udlist{7}='121111_SUcontBlock';
udlist{8}='121114_SUcontBlock';
udlist{9}='121115_SUcontBlock';
udlist{10}='121117_SUcontBlock';
detfrac=-2*ones(nd,50);
detfracs=-2*ones(nd,50);
plotflag=1;
totnu=zeros(1,nd);
for d=1:nd% (3 is good example of orientation selectivity, contrast dependence, ...)
disp(d)
%unit data
udirec=['F:\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\SingleUnit\',udlist{d},'\'];
udirec=['D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto
Data\BFoptoData\contrast\SingleUnit\',udlist{d},'\'];
load([udirec,'resp']);
load([udirec,'mua'])
nstim=size(resp,2);
%

uflist=dir([udirec,'*_*.mat']);
temp=[];
for i=1:length(uflist)
if length(uflist(i).name)>7;
temp=[temp; i];
end
end
uflist(temp)=[];
nu=length(uflist);
totnu(d)=nu;
tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
tmask=(cont(tset)==0 & orien(tset)==0);
tset(tmask)=[];
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patchx=[stimtimes(tset) stimtimes(tset(end:-1:1))];
ofst=4;
%take moving averages
avresp=convn(resp,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
state=zeros(nu,nt);
detec=zeros(nu,nt);
for ch=1:nu
%10 percentile ongoing
q10=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.1,2);
q10s=conv(q10,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%25 percentile ongoing
q25=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.25,2);
q25s=conv(q25,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%50 percentile ongoing
q50=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.5,2);
q50s=conv(q50,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%75 percentile ongoing
q75=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.75,2);
q75s=conv(q75,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%90 percentile ongoing
q90=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.9,2);
q90s=conv(q90,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
normfac=max(q90s(tset));
%STATE: fake mua
muaq50=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(muag(ch),:,:)),stateperc,2);
muaq50s=conv(muaq50,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
muanormfac=max(muaq50s(tset));
state(ch,:)=muaq50s;%/muanormfac;
%detection
detec(ch,:)=resp(ch,:)-q90s';
Ds=conv(detec(ch,:),ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
if d==2 & (ch==4 | ch==8)
patchy=[q10s(tset)' q90s(tset(end:-1:1))']/normfac - ofst*ch;
figure(3)
patch(patchx,patchy,[0.9 0.9 1],'edgecolor','none')
patchy=[q25s(tset)' q75s(tset(end:-1:1))']/normfac - ofst*ch;
patch(patchx,patchy,[0.8 0.8 1],'edgecolor','none')
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hold on;
plot(stimtimes(tset),q50s(tset)/normfac - ofst*ch,'color',[0.6 0.6 1])
plot(stimtimes(tset),Ds(tset)/normfac - ofst*ch,'r')
plot(stimtimes(tset),squeeze(resp(ch,tset))/normfac - ofst*ch,'.','color',[1 0.9 0])
plot(stimtimes(tset),squeeze(avresp(ch,tset))/normfac - ofst*ch,'color',[1 0.5 0])
plot(stimtimes(tset),lmask(tset) - ofst*ch,'g')
end
detfrac(d,ch)=sum(detec(ch,tset)>=0)/length(detec(ch,tset));
detfracs(d,ch)=sum(Ds(tset)>=0)/length(Ds(tset));
end
end
save('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\detfrac_mouse','detfrac',
'detfracs');

figure(4)
subplot(121)
bins=linspace(0,1.05,20);
temp=detfrac(:);
temp(temp==-2)=[];
count=histc(temp(:),bins);
plot(bins,count)
subplot(122)
bins=linspace(0,1.05,20);
temp=detfracs(:);
temp(temp==-2)=[];
count=histc(temp(:),bins);
plot(bins,count)
I.5: Code used to produce Figure 40 , Figure 41
%% first cell for rats (Tazima's data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
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basedir{1}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06152016_Rat23_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{2}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{3}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\04122016_Rat22_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{4}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\03162016_Rat20_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{5}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07142016_Rat25_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMdProbe\';
basedir{6}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07262016_Rat26_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{7}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07282016_Rat27_dualMD_Neostigmine\';
basedir{8}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat25\ns5dat\';
basedir{9}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat23\ns5dat\';
basedir{10}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat17\ns5dat\';
chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
chset=chmap(:);
nch=length(chset); %number of channels
nrat=length(basedir); %number of rats
detfrac=zeros(nrat,nch);
plotflag=0;
exampflag=0;
cordat=-2*ones(6,32,nrat);
nrep=10;
surcor=-2*ones(6,32,nrat,nrep);
for r=1:nrat
disp(r)
load([basedir{r},'resp2.mat']) %this data was calculated with R_and_state.m
%define ACh conditions
if r<8 %r<7
ach=zeros(size(resp));
ach([1 10:end],:,:)=0; %no ACh or wash
ach([2 3 6 7],:,:)=1; %right probe
ach([4 5 8 9],:,:)=2; %left probe
else
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ach=ones(size(resp));
end
%50 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q50=quantile(ongr,0.75,4); %not smoothed
%90 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q90=quantile(ongr,0.9,4); %not smoothed
q90s=convn(q90,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%smoothed response
Rs=convn(resp,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%state
state=convn(quantile(ongr,stateperc,4),ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%calculate detection
detec=resp-q90s; %not smoothed
Ds=convn(detec,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
nstim=size(resp,3); %number of stimuli
tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
if r==5
for ch=7
if 1%(d==5 && ch==10) | (d==2 && ch==8)
figure(5)
subplot(231)
tempx=state(:,ch,tset);
tempy=detec(:,ch,tset);
plot(tempx(:),tempy(:),'.c')
bins=linspace(min(tempx(:)),max(tempx(:)),8);
[avdatax avdatay meddata sddata semdata upperq lowerq]=binnedav(tempx(:), tempy(:),
bins);
hold on
plot(avdatax,[lowerq; meddata; upperq],'k')
hold off
title([r ch])
xlabel('state'); ylabel('detec')
subplot(232)
tempx=state(:,ch,tset);
tempy=resp(:,ch,tset);
plot(tempx(:),tempy(:),'.c')
bins=linspace(min(tempx(:)),max(tempx(:)),8);
[avdatax avdatay meddata sddata semdata upperq lowerq]=binnedav(tempx(:), tempy(:),
bins);
hold on
plot(avdatax,[lowerq; meddata; upperq],'k')
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hold off
xlabel('state'); ylabel('resp')

%
%

%
%

%
%
%
%

subplot(234)
tempx=ach(:,ch,tset); tempx=tempx(:);
tempy=resp(:,ch,tset); tempy=tempy(:);
boxplot(tempy,tempx)
[H,P] = kstest2(tempy(tempx==0),tempy(tempx==1));
xlabel('ACh'); ylabel('resp')
text(1.5,min(tempy),num2str(P))
subplot(235)
tempx=ach(:,ch,tset); tempx=tempx(:);
tempy=detec(:,ch,tset); tempy=tempy(:);
boxplot(tempy,tempx)
[H,P] = kstest2(tempy(tempx==0),tempy(tempx==1));
xlabel('ACh'); ylabel('detec')
text(1.5,min(tempy),num2str(P))
subplot(236)
tempx=ach(:,ch,tset); tempx=tempx(:);
tempy=state(:,ch,tset); tempy=tempy(:);
boxplot(tempy,tempx)
[H,P] = kstest2(tempy(tempx==0),tempy(tempx==1));
xlabel('ACh'); ylabel('state')
text(1.5,min(tempy),num2str(P))
pause
close(5)
end
end
end
for ch=1:nch
%compute correlations
x=resp(:,ch,tset); y=state(:,ch,tset);
cordat(1,ch,r)=corr(x(:),y(:));
x=resp(:,ch,tset); y=ach(:,ch,tset);
cordat(2,ch,r)=corr(x(:),y(:));
x=detec(:,ch,tset); y=state(:,ch,tset);
cordat(3,ch,r)=corr(x(:),y(:));
x=detec(:,ch,tset); y=ach(:,ch,tset);
cordat(4,ch,r)=corr(x(:),y(:));
x=ach(:,ch,tset); y=state(:,ch,tset);
cordat(5,ch,r)=corr(x(:),y(:));
x=detec(:,ch,tset); y=resp(:,ch,tset);
cordat(6,ch,r)=corr(x(:),y(:));
%compute control correlations
for RR=1:nrep
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%create phase-shuffled resp
temp=squeeze(resp(:,ch,tset))';
phsvec=rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shresp=abs(ifft(phsvec'.*fft(temp(:))));
%create phase-shuffled detec
temp=squeeze(detec(:,ch,tset))';
phsvec=rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shdet=abs(ifft(phsvec'.*fft(temp(:))));
%create phase-shuffled state
temp=squeeze(state(:,ch,tset))';
phsvec=rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shstat=abs(ifft(phsvec'.*fft(temp(:))));
y=state(:,ch,tset);
surcor(1,ch,r,RR)=corr(shresp,y(:));
y=ach(:,ch,tset);
surcor(2,ch,r,RR)=corr(shresp,y(:));
y=state(:,ch,tset);
surcor(3,ch,r,RR)=corr(shdet,y(:));
y=ach(:,ch,tset);
surcor(4,ch,r,RR)=corr(shdet,y(:));
surcor(5,ch,r,RR)=corr(y(:),shstat);
surcor(6,ch,r,RR)=corr(shdet,shresp);
end
end
end
% summary of distributions and relationships
% ACh rats
aSvR=squeeze(cordat(1,:,1:4)); aSvR(aSvR==-2)=[]; aSvR=aSvR(:);
aSvD=squeeze(cordat(3,:,1:4)); aSvD(aSvD==-2)=[]; aSvD=aSvD(:);
aAvR=squeeze(cordat(2,:,1:4)); aAvR(aAvR==-2)=[]; aAvR=aAvR(:);
aAvD=squeeze(cordat(4,:,1:4)); aAvD(aAvD==-2)=[]; aAvD=aAvD(:);
aAvS=squeeze(cordat(5,:,1:4)); aAvS(aAvS==-2)=[]; aAvS=aAvS(:);
nna=length(aSvR);
%neostigmine rats
SvR=squeeze(cordat(1,:,5:7)); SvR(SvR==-2)=[]; SvR=SvR(:);
SvD=squeeze(cordat(3,:,5:7)); SvD(SvD==-2)=[]; SvD=SvD(:);
AvR=squeeze(cordat(2,:,5:7)); AvR(AvR==-2)=[]; AvR=AvR(:);
AvD=squeeze(cordat(4,:,5:7)); AvD(AvD==-2)=[]; AvD=AvD(:);
AvS=squeeze(cordat(5,:,5:7)); AvS(AvS==-2)=[]; AvS=AvS(:);
nn=length(SvR);
%normal rats
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nSvR=squeeze(cordat(1,:,8:10)); nSvR(nSvR==-2)=[]; nSvR=nSvR(:);
nSvD=squeeze(cordat(3,:,8:10)); nSvD(nSvD==-2)=[]; nSvD=nSvD(:);
nAvR=squeeze(cordat(2,:,8:10)); nAvR(nAvR==-2)=[]; nAvR=nAvR(:);
nAvD=squeeze(cordat(4,:,8:10)); nAvD(nAvD==-2)=[]; nAvD=nAvD(:);
nAvS=squeeze(cordat(5,:,8:10)); nAvS(nAvS==-2)=[]; nAvS=nAvS(:);
nnn=length(nSvR);

%surrogate randomized control data
sSvR=squeeze(surcor(1,:,:,:)); sSvR(sSvR==-2)=[]; sSvR=sSvR(:);
sSvD=squeeze(surcor(3,:,:,:)); sSvD(sSvD==-2)=[]; sSvD=sSvD(:);
sAvR=squeeze(surcor(2,:,:,:)); sAvR(sAvR==-2)=[]; sAvR=sAvR(:);
sAvD=squeeze(surcor(4,:,:,:)); sAvD(sAvD==-2)=[]; sAvD=sAvD(:);
sAvS=squeeze(surcor(5,:,:,:)); sAvS(sAvS==-2)=[]; sAvS=sAvS(:);
nns=length(sSvR);
%ACh histograms
bins=-1.0:0.1:1.0;
acSvR=histc(aSvR,bins)/nna;
acSvD=histc(aSvD,bins)/nna;
acAvR=histc(aAvR,bins)/nna;
acAvD=histc(aAvD,bins)/nna;
acAvS=histc(aAvS,bins)/nna;
%neostigmine histograms
cSvR=histc(SvR,bins)/nn;
cSvD=histc(SvD,bins)/nn;
cAvR=histc(AvR,bins)/nn;
cAvD=histc(AvD,bins)/nn;
cAvS=histc(AvS,bins)/nn;
%normal rat histograms
ncSvR=histc(nSvR,bins)/nnn;
ncSvD=histc(nSvD,bins)/nnn;
ncAvR=histc(nAvR,bins)/nnn;
ncAvD=histc(nAvD,bins)/nnn;
ncAvS=histc(nAvS,bins)/nnn;
%control random histograms
scSvR=histc(sSvR,bins)/nns;
scSvD=histc(sSvD,bins)/nns;
scAvR=histc(sAvR,bins)/nns;
scAvD=histc(sAvD,bins)/nns;
scAvS=histc(sAvS,bins)/nns;
figure(6)
plot(sSvR,sSvD,'.','color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
plot(aSvR,aSvD,'.r')
plot(nSvR,nSvD,'.g')
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plot(SvR,SvD,'.b')
yoffset=1.2*max([SvD; aSvD]);
xoffset=1.1*max([SvR; aSvR]);
plot(bins,scSvR+yoffset,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
plot(scSvD+xoffset,bins,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
plot(bins,cSvR+yoffset, 'b')
plot(bins,acSvR+yoffset,'r')
plot(bins,ncSvR+yoffset,'g')
plot(bins,zeros(size(bins))+yoffset)
plot(cSvD+xoffset,bins, 'b')
plot(acSvD+xoffset,bins,'r')
plot(ncSvD+xoffset,bins,'g')
plot(zeros(size(bins))+xoffset,bins)
hold off
xlabel('state v resp')
ylabel('state v detec')
figure(7)
plot(sAvR,sAvD,'.','color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
plot(aAvR,aAvD,'.r')
plot(nAvR,nAvD,'.g')
plot(AvR,AvD,'.')
yoffset=1.2*max(AvD);
xoffset=1.1*max(AvR);
plot(bins,scAvR+yoffset,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
plot(scAvD+xoffset,bins,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
plot(bins,acAvR+yoffset,'r')
plot(bins,ncAvR+yoffset,'g')
plot(bins,cAvR+yoffset)
plot(bins,zeros(size(bins))+yoffset)
plot(acAvD+xoffset,bins,'r')
plot(ncAvD+xoffset,bins,'g')
plot(cAvD+xoffset,bins)
plot(zeros(size(bins))+xoffset,bins)
hold off
xlabel('ACh v resp')
ylabel('ACh v detec')
figure(8)
plot(bins,scAvS,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
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plot(bins,acAvS,'r')
plot(bins,ncAvS,'g')
plot(bins,cAvS)
hold off
xlabel('ACh v state')
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% now for mice (Pinto data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\conditionVectors.mat')
stimsamps=find(diff([0 CONTmat])>0);
stimtimes=stimsamps/75;
nt=length(stimtimes);
lmask=NBmat(diff([0 CONTmat])>0)>0;
Rmask=CONTmat((diff([0 CONTmat])>0)); Rmask(Rmask==1000)=0;
%laser data
las=NBmat(stimsamps);
%stim contrast
cont=CONTmat(stimsamps);
cont(cont==1000)=0;
%stim grating orientation
orien=DIRmat(stimsamps);
orien(orien==100)=0.5; orien(orien==190)=1; orien(orien==-1)=0;
%
% dirlist=dir('F:\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
dirlist=dir('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
nd=length(dirlist);
%unit directories
udlist{1}='120405_SUgratings';
udlist{2}='120501_SUgratings';
udlist{3}='120510_SUgratings';
udlist{4}='120511_SUgratings';
udlist{5}='120516_SUgratings';
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udlist{6}='121109_cont';
udlist{7}='121111_SUcontBlock';
udlist{8}='121114_SUcontBlock';
udlist{9}='121115_SUcontBlock';
udlist{10}='121117_SUcontBlock';
cordat=-2*ones(6,50,nd);
nrep=50;
surcor=-2*ones(6,50,nd,nrep);
exampflag=1;
for d=1:nd% (3 is good example of orientation selectivity, contrast dependence, ...)
disp(d)
%unit data
% udirec=['F:\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\SingleUnit\',udlist{d},'\'];
udirec=['D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto
Data\BFoptoData\contrast\SingleUnit\',udlist{d},'\'];
load([udirec,'resp']);
load([udirec,'mua'])
nstim=size(resp,2);
uflist=dir([udirec,'*_*.mat']);
temp=[];
for i=1:length(uflist)
if length(uflist(i).name)>7;
temp=[temp; i];
end
end
uflist(temp)=[];
nu=length(uflist);
tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
tmask=(cont(tset)==0 & orien(tset)==0);
tset(tmask)=[];
patchx=[stimtimes(tset) stimtimes(tset(end:-1:1))];
ofst=2;
%take moving averages
avresp=convn(resp,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
state=zeros(nu,nt);
detec=zeros(nu,nt);
for ch=1:nu
%90 percentile ongoing
q90=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.9,2);
q90s=conv(q90,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%STATE: fake mua
muaq50=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(muag(ch),:,:)),stateperc,2);
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muaq50s=conv(muaq50,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
muanormfac=max(muaq50s(tset));
state(ch,:)=muaq50s;%/muanormfac;

%

%detection
detec(ch,:)=avresp(ch,:)-q90s';
detec(ch,:)=resp(ch,:)-q90s';
end
if exampflag
for ch=1:nu

if (d==7 && ch==9)
figure(9)
subplot(231)
plot((state(ch,tset)),(detec(ch,tset)),'.c')
bins=linspace(min(state(ch,tset)),max(state(ch,tset)),12);
[avdatax avdatay meddata sddata semdata upperq lowerq]=binnedav(state(ch,tset),
detec(ch,tset), bins);
hold on
plot(avdatax,[lowerq; meddata; upperq;],'k')
hold off
title([d ch])
xlabel('state'); ylabel('detec')
end
if (d==3 && ch==18)
subplot(232)
plot((state(ch,tset)),(resp(ch,tset)),'.c')
bins=linspace(min(state(ch,tset)),max(state(ch,tset)),12);
[avdatax avdatay meddata sddata semdata upperq lowerq]=binnedav(state(ch,tset),
resp(ch,tset), bins);
hold on
plot(avdatax,[lowerq; meddata; upperq;],'k')
hold off
xlabel('state'); ylabel('resp')
%
pause
end

end
end
for ch=1:nu
%compute correlations
cordat(1,ch,d)=corr(resp(ch,tset)',state(ch,tset)');
cordat(2,ch,d)=corr(resp(ch,tset)',lmask(tset)');
cordat(3,ch,d)=corr(detec(ch,tset)',state(ch,tset)');
cordat(4,ch,d)=corr(detec(ch,tset)',lmask(tset)');
cordat(5,muag(ch),d)=corr(lmask(tset)',state(ch,tset)');
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cordat(6,ch,d)=corr(detec(ch,tset)',resp(ch,tset)');
%compute control correlations
for r=1:nrep
%create phase-shuffled resp
phsvec=rand(1,length(tset))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(tset))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shresp=abs(ifft(phsvec.*fft(resp(ch,tset))));
%create phase-shuffled detec
phsvec=rand(1,length(tset))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(tset))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shdet=abs(ifft(phsvec.*fft(detec(ch,tset))));
%create phase-shuffled state
phsvec=rand(1,length(tset))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(tset))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shstat=abs(ifft(phsvec.*fft(state(ch,tset))));
surcor(1,ch,d,r)=corr(shresp',state(ch,tset)');
surcor(2,ch,d,r)=corr(shresp',lmask(tset)');
surcor(3,ch,d,r)=corr(shdet',state(ch,tset)');
surcor(4,ch,d,r)=corr(shdet',lmask(tset)');
surcor(5,muag(ch),d,r)=corr(lmask(tset)',shstat');
surcor(6,ch,d,r)=corr(shdet',shresp');
end
end
end
% summary of distributions and relationships
SvR=squeeze(cordat(1,:,:)); SvR(SvR==-2)=[]; SvR=SvR(:);
SvD=squeeze(cordat(3,:,:)); SvD(SvD==-2)=[]; SvD=SvD(:);
AvR=squeeze(cordat(2,:,:)); AvR(AvR==-2)=[]; AvR=AvR(:);
AvD=squeeze(cordat(4,:,:)); AvD(AvD==-2)=[]; AvD=AvD(:);
AvS=squeeze(cordat(5,:,:)); AvS(AvS==-2)=[]; AvS=AvS(:);
nn=length(SvR);
nnas=length(AvS);
%surrogate randomized control data
sSvR=squeeze(surcor(1,:,:,:)); sSvR(sSvR==-2)=[]; sSvR=sSvR(:);
sSvD=squeeze(surcor(3,:,:,:)); sSvD(sSvD==-2)=[]; sSvD=sSvD(:);
sAvR=squeeze(surcor(2,:,:,:)); sAvR(sAvR==-2)=[]; sAvR=sAvR(:);
sAvD=squeeze(surcor(4,:,:,:)); sAvD(sAvD==-2)=[]; sAvD=sAvD(:);
sAvS=squeeze(surcor(5,:,:,:)); sAvS(sAvS==-2)=[]; sAvS=sAvS(:);
nns=length(sSvR);
nnass=length(sAvS);
%histograms
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bins=-1.02:0.05:1.0;
binsAS=-1.0:0.1:1.0;
cSvR=histc(SvR,bins)/nn;
cSvD=histc(SvD,bins)/nn;
cAvR=histc(AvR,bins)/nn;
cAvD=histc(AvD,bins)/nn;
cAvS=histc(AvS,binsAS)/nnas;
%control random histograms
scSvR=histc(sSvR,bins)/nns;
scSvD=histc(sSvD,bins)/nns;
scAvR=histc(sAvR,bins)/nns;
scAvD=histc(sAvD,bins)/nns;
scAvS=histc(sAvS,binsAS)/nnass;
figure(10)
plot(sSvR,sSvD,'.','color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
plot(SvR,SvD,'.')
yoffset=1.2*max(SvD);
xoffset=1.1*max(SvR);
plot(bins,cSvR+yoffset)
plot(bins,zeros(size(bins))+yoffset)
plot(cSvD+xoffset,bins)
plot(zeros(size(bins))+xoffset,bins)
plot(bins,scSvR+yoffset,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
plot(scSvD+xoffset,bins,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold off
xlabel('state v resp')
ylabel('state v detec')
figure(11)
plot(sAvR,sAvD,'.','color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
plot(AvR,AvD,'.')
yoffset=1.2*max(AvD);
xoffset=1.1*max(AvR);
plot(bins,cAvR+yoffset)
plot(bins,zeros(size(bins))+yoffset)
plot(cAvD+xoffset,bins)
plot(zeros(size(bins))+xoffset,bins)
plot(bins,scAvR+yoffset,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
plot(scAvD+xoffset,bins,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold off
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xlabel('ACh v resp')
ylabel('ACh v detec')
figure(12)
plot(binsAS,scAvS,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
plot(binsAS,cAvS)
hold off
xlabel('ACh v state')
I.6: Code used to produce Figure 42
%% first cell for rats( my data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
basedir{1}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06152016_Rat23_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{2}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{3}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\04122016_Rat22_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{4}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\03162016_Rat20_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{5}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07142016_Rat25_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMdProbe\';
basedir{6}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07262016_Rat26_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{7}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07282016_Rat27_dualMD_Neostigmine\';
basedir{8}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat25\ns5dat\';
basedir{9}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat23\ns5dat\';
basedir{10}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat17\ns5dat\';

chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
chset=chmap(:);
nch=length(chset); %number of channels
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nrat=length(basedir); %number of rats
plotflag=0;
exampflag=0;
nrep=20;
allC=zeros(992,nrat);
for r=1:nrat
disp(r)
load([basedir{r},'resp2.mat']) %this data was calculated with R_and_state.m
%50 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q50=quantile(ongr,0.5,4); %not smoothed
%state
state=convn(quantile(ongr,stateperc,4),ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%90 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q90=quantile(ongr,0.9,4); %not smoothed
q90s=convn(q90,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed

%calculate detection
detec=resp-q90s; %not smoothed
Ds=convn(detec,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
nstim=size(resp,3); %number of stimuli
nf=size(resp,1); %number of blocks
tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
stateTS=zeros(length(tset)*nf,nch);
tTS=zeros(length(tset)*nf,nch);
shufTS=zeros(length(tset)*nf,nch,nrep);
for ch=1:nch
temp=[]; ttemp=[];
for bl=1:nf
temp=[temp; squeeze(state(bl,ch,tset))];
ttemp=[ttemp startTs(bl)+stimtimes(bl,tset)];
end
stateTS(:,ch)=temp;
tTS(:,ch)=ttemp;
%create phase-shuffled state time series
for sr=1:nrep
phsvec=rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(temp(:)))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shufTS(:,ch,sr)=abs(ifft(phsvec'.*fft(temp(:))));
end
end
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%compute all pairwise correlations
Cmat=corr(stateTS); Cmat(logical(eye(nch)))=[];
allCmat(:,r)=Cmat;
%compute shuffled control correlations
db2=0.03;
cbins2=-1:db2:1;
shCmat=[];
for sr=1:nrep
Cmatx=corr(squeeze(shufTS(:,:,sr))); Cmatx(logical(eye(nch)))=[];
shCmat=[shCmat Cmatx];
end
shCdist=histc(shCmat,cbins2)/length(shCmat)/db2;
%plot distributions for shuffled data
figure(13)
plot(cbins2,shCdist,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
xlabel('state correlation'); ylabel('number of electrodes')
if r==3
chcol=colormap(jet(nch));
for ch=1:nch
sh=shank(chmap==chset(ch));
ro=row(chmap==chset(ch));
%10 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q10=quantile(ongr,0.1,4); %not smoothed
q10s=convn(q10,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%25 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q25=quantile(ongr,0.25,4); %not smoothed
q25s=convn(q25,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%50 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q50=quantile(ongr,0.5,4); %not smoothed
q50s=convn(q50,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%state
state=convn(quantile(ongr,stateperc,4),ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%smoothed
%75 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q75=quantile(ongr,0.75,4); %not smoothed
q75s=convn(q75,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%90 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q90=quantile(ongr,0.9,4); %not smoothed
q90s=convn(q90,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
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exp1=4;
%get stim times (relative to beginning of first recording)
stimts=stimtimes(exp1,:)+startTs(exp1)-startTs(1);
patchx=[stimts(tset) stimts(tset(end:-1:1))];
figure(14)
%state
temp1=startTs(exp1)-startTs(1)+stimtimes(exp1,tset);
temp2=squeeze(q50s(exp1,ch,tset));
normfac=max(q90s(exp1,ch,tset));
subplot(121)
patchy=[squeeze(q10s(exp1,ch,tset))' squeeze(q90s(exp1,ch,tset(end:-1:1)))']/normfac;
patch(patchx+(sh-1)*1200,patchy+(4-ro),[0.9 0.9 1],'edgecolor','none')
hold on;
patchy=[squeeze(q25s(exp1,ch,tset))' squeeze(q75s(exp1,ch,tset(end:-1:1)))']/normfac;
patch(patchx+(sh-1)*1200,patchy+(4-ro),[0.8 0.8 1],'edgecolor','none')
plot(temp1+(sh-1)*1200,temp2/normfac+(4-ro))
%detection
temp3=squeeze(Ds(exp1,ch,tset));
subplot(122)
plot(temp1+(sh-1)*1200,temp3+(4-ro)*15,'r')
mask=temp3>=0;
plot(temp1(mask)+(sh-1)*1200,temp3(mask)+(4-ro)*15,'k')
hold on;
end
subplot(121); hold off
subplot(122); hold off
pause
end
end
hold off
figure(130)
boxplot(allCmat)

%% now for mice (Pinto data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
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load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\conditionVectors.mat')

stimsamps=find(diff([0 CONTmat])>0);
stimtimes=stimsamps/75;
nt=length(stimtimes);
lmask=NBmat(diff([0 CONTmat])>0)>0;
Rmask=CONTmat((diff([0 CONTmat])>0)); Rmask(Rmask==1000)=0;
%laser data
las=NBmat(stimsamps);
%stim contrast
cont=CONTmat(stimsamps);
cont(cont==1000)=0;
%stim grating orientation
orien=DIRmat(stimsamps);
orien(orien==100)=0.5; orien(orien==190)=1; orien(orien==-1)=0;
% dirlist=dir('F:\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
dirlist=dir('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
nd=length(dirlist);
%unit directories
udlist{1}='120405_SUgratings';
udlist{2}='120501_SUgratings';
udlist{3}='120510_SUgratings';
udlist{4}='120511_SUgratings';
udlist{5}='120516_SUgratings';
udlist{6}='121109_cont';
udlist{7}='121111_SUcontBlock';
udlist{8}='121114_SUcontBlock';
udlist{9}='121115_SUcontBlock';
udlist{10}='121117_SUcontBlock';
nrep=500;
exampflag=1;
allCmat=cell(nd);
for d=1:nd% (3 is good example of orientation selectivity, contrast dependence, ...)
disp(d)

%

%unit data
udirec=['F:\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\SingleUnit\',udlist{d},'\'];
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udirec=['D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto
Data\BFoptoData\contrast\SingleUnit\',udlist{d},'\'];
load([udirec,'mua'])
nch=length(unique(muag));
nstim=size(mua_ong,2);

%
%

tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
tmask=(cont(tset)==0 & orien(tset)==0);
tset(tmask)=[];
nt=length(tset);
state=zeros(nt,nch);
shstate=zeros(nt,nch,nrep);
for ch=1:nch
%STATE: fake mua
muaq10=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(ch,:,:)),0.1,2);
muaq25=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(ch,:,:)),0.25,2);
muaq50=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(ch,:,:)),0.5,2);
muaq75=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(ch,:,:)),0.75,2);
muaq90=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(ch,:,:)),0.9,2);
muaq10s=conv(muaq10,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
muaq25s=conv(muaq25,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
muaq50s=conv(muaq50,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
muaq75s=conv(muaq75,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
muaq90s=conv(muaq90,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
temp=quantile(squeeze(mua_ong(ch,:,:)),stateperc,2);
temps=conv(temp,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
state(:,ch)=temps(tset);%/muanormfac;
%create phase-shuffled state time series
for sr=1:nrep
phsvec=rand(1,length(muaq50s(tset)))-0.5+sqrt(-1)*(rand(1,length(muaq50s(tset)))-0.5);
phsvec=phsvec./abs(phsvec);
shstate(:,ch,sr)=abs(ifft(phsvec'.*fft(muaq50s(tset))));
end
if d==2
figure(15)
%state
temp1=stimtimes(tset);
temp2=muaq50s(tset);
ofst=6;
patchx=[temp1 temp1(end:-1:1)];
patchy=[muaq10s(tset); muaq90s(tset(end:-1:1))];
patch(patchx,patchy-ofst*ch,[0.9 0.9 1],'edgecolor','none')
hold on;
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patchy=[muaq25s(tset); muaq75s(tset(end:-1:1))];
patch(patchx,patchy-ofst*ch,[0.8 0.8 1],'edgecolor','none')
plot(temp1,temp2-ofst*ch)
end
end
figure(15); hold off
%compute all pairwise correlations
Cmat=corr(state); Cmat(logical(eye(nch)))=[];
allCmat{d}=Cmat;
%compute shuffled control correlations
shCmat=[];
for sr=1:nrep
Cmatx=corr(squeeze(shstate(:,:,sr))); Cmatx(logical(eye(nch)))=[];
shCmat=[shCmat Cmatx];
end
cbins=-1:0.05:1;
shCdist=histc(shCmat,cbins)/length(shCmat);
figure(16)
plot(cbins,shCdist,'color',[1 1 1]*0.8)
hold on;
% plot(mean(Cmat)*[1 1],[0 0.1])
xlabel('state correlation'); ylabel('number of mua sites')

end
hold off
figure(131)
for d=1:nd
subplot(1,nd,d)
boxplot(allCmat{d})
axis([0 2 -1 1])
end
I.7: Code used to produce Figure 43, Figure 44
%% first cell for rats (Tazima's data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
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load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\detfrac_rat')
basedir{1}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06152016_Rat23_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{2}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\06222016_Rat24_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{3}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\04122016_Rat22_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{4}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\03162016_Rat20_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{5}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07142016_Rat25_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMdProbe\';
basedir{6}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07262016_Rat26_Neostigmine_1mM_dualMDProbe\';
basedir{7}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH
project\07282016_Rat27_dualMD_Neostigmine\';
basedir{8}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat25\ns5dat\';
basedir{9}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat23\ns5dat\';
basedir{10}='D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\oldRat17\ns5dat\';
chmap=[2 8 4 6; 10 16 12 14;18 24 20 22;26 32 28 30; 1 7 3 5; 9 15 11 13; 17 23 19 21;25 31
27 29];
shank=[1 1 1 1; 2 2 2 2; 3 3 3 3; 4 4 4 4; 5 5 5 5; 6 6 6 6; 7 7 7 7; 8 8 8 8];
row=[4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1; 4 3 2 1];
chset=chmap(:);
nch=length(chset); %number of channels
nrat=length(basedir); %number of rats
chcol=colormap(hsv(nch));
[~,rind]=sort(rand(1,nch));
chcol=(chcol(rind,:)+0.2)/1.2;
plotflag=1;
for r=1:nrat
disp(r)
load([basedir{r},'resp2.mat']) %this data was calculated with R_and_state.m
%10 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q10=quantile(ongr,0.1,4); %not smoothed
q10s=convn(q10,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%25 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q25=quantile(ongr,0.25,4); %not smoothed
q25s=convn(q25,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%50 percentile of ongoing spike counts
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q50=quantile(ongr,0.5,4); %not smoothed
%state
state=convn(quantile(ongr,stateperc,4),ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%75 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q75=quantile(ongr,0.75,4); %not smoothed
q75s=convn(q75,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%90 percentile of ongoing spike counts
q90=quantile(ongr,0.9,4); %not smoothed
q90s=convn(q90,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%smoothed response
Rs=convn(resp,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed
%calculate detection
detec=resp-q90s; %not smoothed
Ds=convn(detec,ones(1,1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1); %smoothed

nexp=size(resp,1); %number of experiments
nstim=size(resp,3); %number of stimuli
tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
normfac=max(q90s(tset));
topgroup=[];
zerox=[];
topdetfrac=zeros(2,0);
allmaxg=[];
for ex=1:nexp
%get stim times (relative to beginning of first recording)
stimts=stimtimes(ex,:)+startTs(ex)-startTs(1);
temp=squeeze(Ds(ex,:,tset));
[maxv, maxg]=max(temp);
allmaxg=[allmaxg [maxg; ex*ones(size(maxg)); 1:length(tset)]];
topgroup=[topgroup unique(maxg)];
topdetfrac=[topdetfrac [sum(maxv>0); length(maxv)]];
zerox=[zerox; find(any(temp<0,2) & any(temp>0,2))];
if r==5

%
%

figure(17)
temp=squeeze(Ds(ex,:,tset));
[maxv, maxg]=max(temp);
plot(stimts(tset),maxv,'k','linewidth',3)
hold on;
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end
end
allming=[];
for ex=1:nexp
temp=squeeze(Ds(ex,unique(topgroup),tset));
[~, ming]=min(temp);
allming=[allming [ming; ex*ones(size(ming)); 1:length(tset)]];
end
if r==5
for ex=1:nexp
stimts=stimtimes(ex,:)+startTs(ex)-startTs(1);
for ch=setxor(topgroup, 1:32)
plot(stimts(tset),squeeze(Ds(ex,ch,tset)),'color',[1 1 1]*0.8,'linewidth',1)
end
for ch=topgroup%1:nch
plot(stimts(tset),squeeze(Ds(ex,ch,tset)),'color',chcol(ch,:),'linewidth',1)
end
end
hold off
end
figure(18)
rectangle('Position', [r+0.6 0 0.2 length(unique(topgroup))/32],'facecolor','b','edgecolor','none')
hold on;
rectangle('Position', [r+0 0 0.2
sum(topdetfrac(1,:))/sum(topdetfrac(2,:))],'facecolor','r','edgecolor','none')
% rectangle('Position', [r+0.4 0 0.2 length(unique(zerox))/32],'facecolor','g','edgecolor','none')
rectangle('Position', [r+0.4 0 0.2 mean(detfracs(r,:))],'facecolor','c','edgecolor','none')
rectangle('Position', [r+0.2 0 0.2 max(detfracs(r,:))],'facecolor','y','edgecolor','none')
%normalized state
nstate=state(:,:,tset);
for ch=1:nch
temp=nstate(:,ch,:);
tempmean=mean(temp(:));
tempsd=std(temp(:));
nstate(:,ch,:)=(nstate(:,ch,:)-tempmean)/tempsd;
end
beststate=zeros(1,length(allmaxg));
for i=1:length(allmaxg)
beststate(i)=nstate(allmaxg(2,i),allmaxg(1,i),allmaxg(3,i));
end
worststate=zeros(1,length(allming));
for i=1:length(allmaxg)
worststate(i)=nstate(allming(2,i),allming(1,i),allming(3,i));
end
% allnstate=nstate(:,unique(topgroup),:);
bins=-6:0.2:6;
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counts=histc(worststate(:),bins);
figure(180)
% subplot(3,3,r)
subplot(3,4,r)
plot(bins,counts/length(worststate(:)))
counts=histc(beststate(:),bins);
hold on;
plot(bins,counts/length(beststate(:)),'r')
hold off;
end
figure(18); hold off
%% now for mice (Pinto data)
clear
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\awin') %smoothing done by
convolution with a 2*awin+1 window
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\stateperc') %state defined by
certain percentile ('stateperc') of ongoing spike activty
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Tazimas ACH project\detfrac_mouse')
load('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\conditionVectors.mat')
stimsamps=find(diff([0 CONTmat])>0);
stimtimes=stimsamps/75;
nt=length(stimtimes);
lmask=NBmat(diff([0 CONTmat])>0)>0;
Rmask=CONTmat((diff([0 CONTmat])>0)); Rmask(Rmask==1000)=0;
% figure(40)
%plot laser on times
las=NBmat(stimsamps);
% plot(stimtimes,las)
% hold on
%plot stim contrast
cont=CONTmat(stimsamps);
cont(cont==1000)=0;
% plot(stimtimes,cont/100,'r')
%plot grating orientation
orien=DIRmat(stimsamps);
orien(orien==100)=0.5; orien(orien==190)=1; orien(orien==-1)=0;
% plot(stimtimes,orien,'g')
%dirlist=dir('F:\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
dirlist=dir('D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto Data\BFoptoData\contrast\LFP\*cont');
nd=length(dirlist);
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%unit directories
udlist{1}='120405_SUgratings';
udlist{2}='120501_SUgratings';
udlist{3}='120510_SUgratings';
udlist{4}='120511_SUgratings';
udlist{5}='120516_SUgratings';
udlist{6}='121109_cont';
udlist{7}='121111_SUcontBlock';
udlist{8}='121114_SUcontBlock';
udlist{9}='121115_SUcontBlock';
udlist{10}='121117_SUcontBlock';

plotflag=0;
for d=1:nd% (3 is good example of orientation selectivity, contrast dependence, ...)
disp(d)
%unit data
udirec=['D:\Tazima\mouse+rat data+analysis\Pinto
Data\BFoptoData\contrast\SingleUnit\',udlist{d},'\'];
load([udirec,'resp']);
load([udirec,'mua'])
nstim=size(resp,2);
uflist=dir([udirec,'*_*.mat']);
temp=[];
for i=1:length(uflist)
if length(uflist(i).name)>7;
temp=[temp; i];
end
end
uflist(temp)=[];
nu=length(uflist);
chcol=colormap(hsv(nu));
[~,rind]=sort(rand(1,nu));
chcol=(chcol(rind,:)+0.2)/1.2;
tset=(awin+1):(nstim-awin);
tmask=(cont(tset)==0 & orien(tset)==0);
tset(tmask)=[];
%take moving averages
avresp=convn(resp,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
Ds=zeros(nu,nt);
detec=zeros(nu,nt);
for ch=1:nu
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%10 percentile ongoing
q10=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.1,2);
q10s=conv(q10,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%25 percentile ongoing
q25=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.25,2);
q25s=conv(q25,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%50 percentile ongoing
q50=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.5,2);
q50s=conv(q50,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%75 percentile ongoing
q75=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.75,2);
q75s=conv(q75,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%90 percentile ongoing
q90=quantile(squeeze(ongr(ch,:,:)),0.9,2);
q90s=conv(q90,ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
%detection
detec(ch,:)=resp(ch,:)-q90s';
Ds(ch,:)=conv(detec(ch,:),ones(1,2*awin+1),'same')/(2*awin+1);
end
[maxv, maxg]=max(Ds(:,tset));
topgroup=unique(maxg);
topdetfrac=[sum(maxv>0); length(maxv)];
zerox=find(any(Ds(:,tset)<0,2) & any(Ds(:,tset)>0,2));
if d==5
figure(19)
%
[maxv, maxg]=max(Ds(:,tset));
plot(stimtimes(tset),maxv,'k','linewidth',3)
hold on;
for ch=setxor(topgroup, 1:nu)
plot(stimtimes(tset),Ds(ch,tset),'color',[1 1 1]*0.8,'linewidth',1)
end
for ch=topgroup%1:nch
plot(stimtimes(tset),Ds(ch,tset),'color',chcol(ch,:),'linewidth',1)
end
hold off
end
figure(20)
rectangle('Position', [d+0.6 0 0.2 length(unique(topgroup))/nu],'facecolor','b','edgecolor','none')
hold on;
rectangle('Position', [d+0 0 0.2 topdetfrac(1,:)/topdetfrac(2,:)],'facecolor','r','edgecolor','none')
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%

rectangle('Position', [d+0.4 0 0.2 length(unique(zerox))/nu],'facecolor','g','edgecolor','none')
mask=detfrac(d,:)~=-2;
rectangle('Position', [d+0.4 0 0.2 mean(detfracs(d,mask))],'facecolor','c','edgecolor','none')
rectangle('Position', [d+0.2 0 0.2 max(detfracs(d,mask))],'facecolor','y','edgecolor','none')
end
hold off
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Appendix J: ACSF preparation
J.1 List of chemicals
➢ NaCl (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Sodium chloride, Product No: S5886) – 7.25 g (124 mM final)
➢ KCl (EM SCIENCE, Potassium chloride, Product No: PX1405) – 0.37 g (5 mM final)
➢ CaCl2.2H2O (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Calcum chloride, Product No: C1016) – 0.015 g (0.1 mM
final)
➢ MgCl2.6H2O (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Magnesium chloride, Product No: M8266) – 0.65 g (3.2 mM
final)
➢ NaHCO3 (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Sodium bicarbonate, Product No: S5761) – 2.18 g (26 mM final)
➢ Glucose (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Dextrose, Product No: D9434) – 1.8 g (10 mM final)

J.2 Preparation
➢ pH was adjusted to 7.4 with 0.1 M NaOH or HCl.
➢ H2O was added to reach 1 liter.
➢ Filter was sterilized.
➢ The solution was prepared fresh on day of experiment.

Reference:
Current Protocols in Neuroscience (1997) A.2A.1-A.2A.8. STOCK SOLUTIONS AND
APPENDIX 2. LABORATORY GUIDELINES.
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